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Summary. 
The objective of this project is the development of practical software to automate the 

identification of genes in anonymous DNA sequences from the human, and other higher 
eukaryotic genomes. A software system for automated sequence analysis, gm (gene modeler) 
has been designed, implemented, tested, and distributed to several dozen laboratories worldwide. 
A significantly faster, more robust, and more flexible version of this software, gm 2.0 has now 
been completed, and is being tested by operational use to analyze human cosmid sequence data. 
A range of efforts to further understand the features of eukaryoyic gene sequences are also 
underway. 
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1. Overview. 
This Report summarizes work on the gm project during the third funding period, from 1 

February 1991 to 31 January 1992. It supplements the previous Technical Progress Report, 
dated 29 July 1991, which was submitted as part of the Continuation Proposal for funding of the 
project from 1 February 1992 until 31 January 1993. 

A major revision of the software to gm version 2.0 has been completed, and is available to 
researchers by anonymous ftp. gm version 2.0 incorporates a number of changes in both the pat- 
tern recognition modules and the underlying gene-assembly algorithm that render it faster, more 
general, and more easily modifiable than version 1.0. gm 2.0 is described in a paper, "gm: A 
tool for exploratory analysis of DNA sequence data," which is included in the Appendix. 

An effort has been initiated to characterize differences in oligonucleotide word usage in 
exons and introns across a wide range of species, with the goal of understanding differences in 
word usage both between species and between gene families. These differences are responsible 
in large part for the relatively high error rates of gene prediction methods; hence understanding 
the range of variation, and if possible classifying genes into families based on word usage may 
Itad to improvements in all composition-based gene prediction methods. Our previous effort to 
characterize sequence variability among splice sites has been extended from C. elegarp to both 
Drosophila and plants. Papers describing this work are also included in the Appendix. 

A collaboration has been initiated with the laboratory of Dr. J. Craig Venter, National Insti- 
tute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) ,  NE?, to analyze DNA sequence data from 
two large-scale human cosmid sequencing pilot projects. Dr. Fields has been resident in Dr. 
Venter's laboratory since 1 July 1991, and intends to remain through 31 July 1992 as described 
in the Continuation Proposal. This collaboration has allowed considerable testing of gm 2.0 on 
human cosmid sequence data, comparisons of gm with the CRM program developed at Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory (Uberbacher and Mural, Proc. Narl. Acad. Sci. USA 88: 11261 
(1991)), and valuable direct experience in the operation and analysis needs of a large-scale 
genome sequencing laboratory. 

Dr. Soderlund was awarded a Human Genome Distinguished Postdoctoral Fellowship in 
June, 1991. She has been resident at Los Alamos National Laboratory since 15 July 1991, in the 
Theoretical Biology and Biophysics group. 

2. Current status of gm. 
Replacement of the limited single- and dinucleotide frequency tests used in gm 1.0 for can- 

didate exon evaluation with a general oligonucleotide word frequency test makes gm 2.0 adapt- 
able to analyze sequences fkom any eukaryote. The word frequency test employs matrices of 
loglikelihood ratios for each n-mer word, with n = 1 - 6, occurring in either coding exons or 
introns; precalculated word frequency matrices for human, Drosophila, C. elegans, and both 
monocot and dicot plants are included with the software distribution. Alternative tables can be 
specified by the user. 

gm 2.0 includes a function for initiating exon map construction from partial 3' cDNA 
sequence data. This function allows partial sequences of oligo-dT primed cDNAs to be used to 
calculate potential upstream exons. Partial cDNA sequences are being obtained very rapidly for 
humans (Adams et al., Nature 355: 632 (1992)) and other organisms; hence this feature is 
expected to be of considerable utility for cosmid sequence analysis. gm 2.0 also includes a func- 
tion for masking out Alu or other user-specified repetitive sequences, which increases its utility 
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for human cosmid sequence analysis. 
The gm 2.0 user interface, shown in Fig. 1, provides facilities for redisplaying previously- 

calculated exon maps, comparing predictions with cDNA sequence data, displaying restriction 
maps, STS locations, and repetitive sequences, and accessing the menu suite of tools interac- 
tively without leaving a gm session. These changes considerably enhance the interface as a 
display tool, and obviate the need to restart gm during exploratory runs in which parameters are 
altered. 

1 I 

Fig. I: Current gm graphic user interface. This interface provides four exon map displays, zoom 
and pan functions, interactive access to evaluation results, and a number of mapping tools. A 
prediction for a region of human cosmid sequence data from chromosome 4p16.3 is shown. 

3. Distribution and user support. 
The gm 2.0 system is available by anonymous ftp from haywire.nmsu.edu. Full source, 

executables, and standard input files are provided. Presentations describing the system have 
been made at five international meetings and several workshops during the last year. 

I 

I- 

http://haywire.nmsu.edu
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4. Sequence analysis. 
Programs such as gm can only tie adequately evaluated by operational use to analyze DNA 

sequence data. While retrospective analyses of characterized sequences can provide information 
on the accuracy per se of the program as a predictive tool, accuracy is only one component of 
utility in an operational setting. Speed, flexibility in different applications, and usability by the 
target user population are additional important components of utility. Operational use tests all of 
these components, and provides in addition valuable information on how the software is likely to 
be used by a typical large-scale sequencing laboratory. 

gm has been used operationally since July 1991 in the Venter laboratory at NINDS, mainly 
by Dr. Fields, for analyzing human cosmid sequence data. The CRM coding-region prediction 
software and the Blast database comparison software (Altschul et al. J. Mol. Biol. 215: 403 
(19%)) are also in operational use in this analysis effort. The sequence data are typically 
analyzed following contig assembly, but prior to completion of gap closure; the sequences may, 
therefore, contain errors and ambiguous bases when the initial analyses are performed. The goal 
of the analysis is not complete gene prediction, since predictions are not regarded by the biolo- 
gists involved as sufficiently reliable to identify genes without further experimental evidence of 
transcription. Instead, initial predictions of exons are used to design PCR primers, which are 
used to amplify sequences from one or more cDNA libraries. The sequences of the amplified 
fragments are then compared to the genomic sequence, and predictions re-run using these new 
data to further define the regions containing genes. Both the predicted and experimentally deter- 
mined exon sequences are simultaneously translated and compared to sequences of known pro- 
teins. 

Several new human genes have been identified using this cyclic procedure. One of these, 
the fosB proto-oncogene, was initially recognizixl by a gm prediction (Martin-Gallardo et al. 
Nature Genetics 1: 34-39 (1992)). Other genes were initially recognized by CRM predictions, in 
which case gm was used to investigate possible splicing patterns (CRM only predicts coding 
regions). 

None of the available gene prediction methods are 100% accurate. Fortunately, a predic- 
tion only needs to identify a single exon of a gene for the transcript to be amplified from a cDNA 
library by PCR. Improvements in accuracy would, however, increase the efficiency with which 
genes with unusual structure that encode proteins unlike any in the database can be detected. 
We are, therefore, continuing an effort to characterize both the structures of splice sites and the 
overall compositional properties of genes from a variety of organisms. A paper describing some 
of the work on splice sites, "Information contents and dinucleotide compositions of plant intron 
sequences vary with evolutionary origin," is included in the Appendix. 

In order to make full use of the exon and intron composition tests implemented in gm 2.0, 
we have initiated an effort to characterize n-mer word usage in a wide variety of species. Fre- 
quencies of all oligonucleotide words for n = 1 - 6 have been measured for all human, Droso- 
phila, C. eleganr, monocot, and dicot sequences in GenBank for which the splice sites are unam- 
biguously specified. The raw frequencies for each value of n have been corrected to remove the 
components purely due to the underlying distribution of (n-1)-mers. An example corrected fre- 
quency spectrum, for human 4mers, is shown in Fig. 2. 

Comparisons of spectra like that shown in Fig. 2 show that the most frequent n-mers in 
exons and introns differ considerably between different organisms. Moreover, the values of n at 
which the greatest differences occur differ between organisms. Further work to characterize 
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Fig. 2: Spectrum of human 4mer frequencies, corrected to account for the underlying 
frequencies of 3mers. The spectrum shows the loglikelihood ratio of 4mer frequencies in exons 
(values greater than 0.0) versus introns (values less than 0.0). Particularly asymmetrically 
distributed 4mers are labelled. 

these differences quantitatively is underway. 

5. Related projects. 
A number of sequences similar to THE interspersed repeats were identified in the come of 

screening human genomic STS sequences generated at Los Alamos National Laboratory. 
Analysis of these sequences showed that the THE and MstII interspersed repeat families are very 
similar, and hence very likely to be subfamilies of a single family. A paper describing this work 
is included in the Appendix. 

A set of Unix shell scripts and associated programs were developed in collaboration with 
intended users at LANL to analyze genomic STS sequences and select PCR primers. This work 
was supported separately by LANL. 

Dr. Fields was appointed Informatics Coordinator for the DOE cDNA Program in May 
1991. Fields is involved in informatics support and analysis for the cDNA sequencing project as 
part of his visit in the laboratory of Dr. J. Craig Venter, NINDS, NM. This work is partailly 
supported by the DOE Human Genome Program through an interagency agreement with 
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NINDS. 

6. Personnel and facilities. 
The project personnel and their principal activities during the project period are as follows: 
C. A.  Soderlund, Computer Specialist; Program specification and algorithm development, 
software design and implementation, management of software effort and releases, software 
and user support. Currently a Human Genome Distinguished Postdoctoral Fellow, T-10, 
LANL. 
P .  Shanmugam, Research Assistant; Graphic user interface development, graphics pro- 
gramming, information-theoretic and power-spectrum methods development. Completed 
MS degree in May, 1991; appointment ended June, 1991. 
0. White, Research Assistant: Sequence analysis and methods development. 
Ted Slator, Research Assistant: General programming. 
C. A .  Fields, Project Manager: Program specification and testing, analysis methods 
evaluation, sequence analysis applications, user support, PI. Currently visiting NINDS, 

The Sun-4/60 workstation purchased in October 1989 remains the principal development and 
testing machine for the project. 

I 

' NIH. 

7. Publications and presentations. 

for publication: 
0 

The following papers describing supported by this project have been published or accepted 

C. A. Soderlund, P. Shanmugam, 0. White, and C. Fields (1992) gm: A tool for exploratory 
analysis of DNA sequence data. Proc. Hawaii Int. Conf. on Systems Science. IEEE Com- 
puter Society Press. pp. 653-662. 
C. Fields, D. Grady, and R. K. Moyzis (1992) The human THE-LTR(0) and MstII inter- 
spersed repeats are subfamilies of a single widely dispersed highly variable repeat family. 
Genomics 13: in press. 
0. White, C. Soderlund, P. Shanmugam, and C. Fields (1992) Information contents and 
dinucleotide compositions of plant intron sequences vary with evolutionary origin. Plant 
Molecular Biology (accepted). 

Project personnel have attended and presented talks or demonstrations at the following 

DOE Genome Program Contractor - Grantee Meeting, Santa Fey 17-20 February 1991. 
Mathematics and Molecular Biology, Santa Fey 24-29 March 1991. 
Genome Mapping and Sequencing, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, 8-12 May 1991. 
Recognition of Genes and Other Elements of Genomic Structure, Aspen Center for Physics, 
20 May - 7 June 1991. 
International C. elegans Meeting, Madison, 1-5 June 1991. 
Human Gene Mapping Workshop, London, 18-22 August 1991. 

0 

0 

A paper reporting information-content analysis of Drosophila introns is in progress. 

conferences and workshops: 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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0 Genome Sequencing Conference IU, Hilton Head Island, 22-25 September 1991. 
0 Workshop on Identification of Transcribed Sequences in the Human Genome, NM, 4-5 

October 199 1. 
0 Second W. M. Keck Symposium on Computational Biology, Houston, 14 November 1991. 
0 Hawaii International Conference on System Science, 7-10 January, 1992. 
Abstracts of papers presented at these meetings, where available, are included in the Appendix. 

I 

I 
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Appendices. 

1. Publications. 
0 

0 

0 

0 

2. Abstracts. 
0 

0, 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3. gm 2.0 Distribution. 
0 READMEfile. 

gm: A tool for exploratory analysis of DNA sequence data. Proc. Hawaii Int. Con$ on 
Systems Science. EEE Computer Society Press. pp. 653-662. 
The human THE-LTR(0) and MstII intekpersed repeats are subfamilies of a single widely 
dispersed highly variable repeat family. Genomics 13: in press. 
Idormation contents and dinucleotide compositions of plant intron sequences vary with 
evolutionary origin. Plant Molecular Biology (accepted). 
Splicing signals in Drosophila: Intron size, information content, and consensus sequences. 
Nucleic Acids Research (in preparation). 

Automated prediction of priming sites for STS sequences. DOE Contractor-Grantee Meet- 

Integration of automated sequence analysis into mapping and sequencing projects. DOE 
Contractor-Grantee Meeting. 
Contig assembly program (CA). DOE Contractor-Grantee Meeting. 
New features in gm, version 2.0. DOE Contractor-Grantee Meeting. 
Performance of gm version 2.0. Cold Spring Harbor. 
Automated prediction of priming sites for STS sequences. Cold Spring Harbor. 
New functions in gm version 2.0. Cold Spring Harbor. 
Fine-tuning gm version 2.0 for worm sequence analysis. C. elegans Meeting. 
The expressed sequence tag database: A resource for genomics and developmental biology. 
Genome Sequencing m. 
Gene identification using gm. Genome Sequencing III. 
Informatics support for large-scale sequencing. Keck Foundation Symposium. 

ing. 
I 
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gm: A Tool for Exploratory Analysis of DNA Sequence Data 

C.Soderhd, P.S hanmugam, O.White, C.Fie1ds 
Computing Research Laboratory 

Box 30001/3CRL 
New Mexico State University 

Las Cruces, NM 88003 

Abstract 
The gm (gene mapper) system provides a tool which 

automates the analysis and identjfication of candia'ate 
genes within anunonymous DNA sequence. Only a small. 
biased set of all genes are known: from this sampling it is 
not possible to know the composition of all genes. 
Consequently, it is not currently possible to develop 
software to detect all genes. gm is capable of detecting 
large regions of many genes and provides an exploratory 
tool for looking at anonymour DNA sequences. The first 
release of gm has been distributed to several dozen user 
sites, who have provided feedback which is being 
integrated inso gm v.2. This paper discusses the problems 
encountered in gene idendficatwn software, the 
perfannance of gm v1.0, and the new features in gm v.2 
[hat will enhance its use as an exploratory tool. 

1 .O Introduction 
In considcration to the computer scicntist who is not 

familiar with genetics, the suucture of a gene will be 
reviewed in the first subsection. The second subsection 
dcscribes various methods for detecting genes in DNA 
scquence. Section 2 describes the performance of gm 
v 1 .O, and section 3 describes the new features in gm v2.0 
and the v2.0 algorithm. 

1.1 Structure of a Gene 
DNA sequence is a double strandcd h e a r  m y  of 

bases; a base can be A, C, G or T. Genes are Imted along 
both strands of the sequence. As is shown in Figure I,  a 
gene is composed of two types of entities: alternating 
protein coding exons and non-coding introns. A gene 
must have at least one exon, and has zero or more introns. 
The exons and introns are separated by functional sites 
cailed the 5' splice sites ( 5 3 s )  and the 3' splice sites 
(3 'SS) .  The coding region of the frrst exon begins with the 
sequence ATG, and downstream from the coding region 
of the last exon is the sequence AATAAA. 

0073-1 123-1/92 $3.00 (0 1992 IEEE 
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As shown in Figure I, a gene is expressed as follows: 
(a) the gene is fvst transcribed (copied) into RNA, @) the 
introns are spliced out of the gene, resulting in the 
concatenation of the exons. and (c) the exons arc 
translated into a protein. The translation mechanism 
converts each set of three bases, called a codon, into an 
amino acid; the suing of amino acids creates the prosein. 
The bases are translated into amino acids until a "stop 
codon" is encountered; the possible stop codons are TGA, 
TAA, or TAG. As shown in Figure 2, only an "in-frame'' 
stop codon will stop translation since it is the only one that 
will be translated. An open reading frame (orf) is the 
stretch of bases from one stop codon in a given frame to 
the next stop codon in the same frame. 

I 2  Methods of Gene Identification 
Typically. the biologists looks for possible genes in a 

sequence by searching for the following: (i) patterns in the 
DNA that resemble known functional sites, (ii) base 
composition of the DNA between the functional sites that 
resembles that of known exons and introns, and (iii) long 
open reading frames which indicate the potential presence 
of an exon. Computer methods for identifying gene 
entities are reviewed by Stormo [ll and Doolittle [2]. The 
following discussion will review some of these 
techniques. 

A typical way to find functional sites is with 
consensus matrices, as defined by Staden [31 and Stormo, 
Schneider. Gold and Ehrenfeucht 141. They are built as 
follows: All 5'SS have a required GT pair and all 3'SS 
have a required AG pair. All the known 5% for an 
organism are aligned on their GT, and the consensus for 
the surrounding bases is calculated. For instance, the 5'SS 
consensus mavix for the nematode worm Celegans is 
shown in Figure 3; the consensus was determined for 3 
bases upsneam from the GTand 8 bases downstream ftom 
the GT. The four rows show the frequencies of A, C, G. 
and T for each position. For example, the first column in 
the matrix shows the third base to the left of the GT is 

. 



1 DNA sequence 1 
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a. Transcr ip t ion  

b. Spl i ce  
.. 

exon i n t r o n  exon 

I 

ATG .. . AATAAA 

I 1 
3'SS 

exon exon 
ATG 

end 

.. . AATAAA 

c. Trans la t ion  + pzzq 
M A  H R .... 

Figure 1. A DNA sequence is a double-stranded linear array of the bases. The gene in this example has 
two exons and one intron. A gene is expressed (converted to a protein) by transcription, splicing, and 
translation. 

Figure 2. A sequence of DNA may be translated in one of three frames. In this example, translation 
occurs in frame 1, so only the TAG in frame 1 functions as a stop codon. 

A 0.48 0.62 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.65 0.74 0.15 0.19 0.26 0.29 
C 0.22 0.17 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.09 0.07 0.10 
G 0.19 0.06 0.68 1.00 0.00 0.20 0.06 0.73 0.05 0.06 0.04 
T 0.10 0.14 0.13 0.00 1.00 0.13 0.15 0.08 0.68 0.60 0.56 

i Figure 3. The consensus matrix for the C.e/egans 5'SS uses 13 bases; this number was determin8d.b 
evaluating the information content around the required GT. The GT is represented in the fourth and fift 
columns. 
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0.48% A. 0.22% C, 0.19% G. and 0.10% T. This mamx is 
slid dong a DNA sequence, and whenever the 13-base 
window scores above a cutoff, it may be considered as a 
potential 5 3 s .  The highest possible score for the example 
consensus matrix is 7.74 for the sequence 
AAGGTAAGTTI'. The cutoff must be set such that the 
number of false-negatives (reai splice sites that fail the 
consensus matrix test) and false-positives (regions that are 
incorrectly identifed as splice sites) is low. We have 
found that the number of false-negative and false-positive 
splice sites is decreased by using the consensus mamx 
along with looking at a window on both sides of a 
potential splice site for asymmetric patterns in base 
composition (paper in preparation). 

Composition of exons has been done in a variety of 
ways. A standard technique is by calculating the codon 
usage for all the known genes: there are 4 = 64 possible 
codons, and some codons are more likely to occur in 
CXOIIS. A user may check the codon usage of a sequence, 
and if the codons are similar to the standard codon usage, 
the interval may be marked as a potential exon. Shepard 
[5] has shown that identical bases are most often in 
identical codon positions in coding regions. Csank, 
Taylor, and MartindaIe [6] have shown that invertebrate 
cxons tend to have high C+G content whereas introns tend 
to have high A+T contenc this is not the case in 
vertebrates. Bougueleret, Tekaia, Sauvaget, and Claverie 
171 have observed that in vertebrates some 6-tupIes are 
prefened in exons while a different set of &tuples are 
preferred in introns. We have observed that in 
invertebrates, exons can be distinguished from introns by 
looking at 1-tuples through Ctuples, whereas it is 
necessary to look for tuples over 3 bases long in 
vertebrates in order to distinguish exons from introns 
(paper in preparation). A problem with all these 
tcchniques is that they do not work well for exons that are 
smaller that 200 base pairs: this is a significant problem 
considering that human exons tend tD be smaller that 400 
b m  pairs. A second unresolved problem, which none of 
the above techniques consider, is that a region of the DNA 
sequence may be used as an intron during one stage of a 
ccll's life-time and may be translated as a gene in another 
stage of a cell's life-time: that is, a region of DNA may 
function as both a coding and non-coding region [8]. 

Neural networks have been used for composition 
analysis of genes. Farber, Lapedcs. and Sirotkin [9] can 
identify coding and non-coding regions with the neural 
networks in conjunction with information theory. Brunak, 
Engelbrecht. and Knudsen [lo] identify splice sites by a 
joint prediction scheme which uses the prediction of 
coding and non-coding regions (by standard composition 
methods described above) to regulate the cutoff value for 

neural network splice Site assignment Ubehacher and 
Mural [Il l  use various composition methods to identify 
exons and inmns. and input the various SCOW into a 
muid network to distinguish coding from nm-coding 
regions. 

The above Cahniqu'S Only provide ways to identify 
various entities of a gene: the biologist must assemble the 
entities from the output of the composition and pattern 
matching roUunes. Not only is this tedious work, but they 
tend to use the first syntactically correct solution they find. 
The gm System described in this paper aids the user by 
exeCUhg dl the cornpsition and pattern matching 
routines. assembling the results, and presenting the user 
with all possible exon maps (emaps); that is, all the 
syntactically c o m t  combinations of exons and inwns. 
Complementary research is being done by Knight and 
Myers WI. who are researching and developing a 
program which uses grammars to provide a flexible way 
to specify how the entities may be combined, and by 
Guigo, Knudsen. Drake, and Smith [13], who have 
recently developed software to aid the identification of 
genes in human DNA. 

The problems encountered - for both the biologist and 
gene identification software - are: (i) vay  few genes are 
known so the sample set is small and probably biased, (ii) 
the composition of genes varies across gene families, and 
(iii) the composition of genes varies across organisms. In 
other words, we cannot predict all genes based on the 
knowledge we currently have of gene composition. The 
best we can do, at this point, is create software that allows 
the user to perform the following: (i) analyze the DNA 
sequence with known compositional methods, (ii) test 
hypothesis, and (E) easily alter the cornpositional 
routines. Additionally, software needs to be continually 
updated and released to incorporate recent biological 
discoveries. These four points define the software 
methodology we adhere to for gm. gm v2.0 allows the 
usef to tune the software with current knowledge about a 
specific organism, and to test hypothesis about gene 
smctltre, as follows: 
a Interactive graphics allow the user to adjust parame- 

ters, run gm, and re-adjust parameters based on. the 
output. The graphics alIows the user to view each 
exon map afong with its compositional measures. 
Relevant physical mapping data can also be displayed. 

a A CDNA partially defines the coordinates of a gene. 
The user can input cDNA coordinates and IP Will at- 
tempt to extend the cDNA: the results Can be used to 
design laboratory tests to further p d  for the gene. 

a The user inputs organism specific ~ ~ n s e n m  ~ Q + X S  
for the 5' splice site, 3' splice site, and other function- 
al sites. 

655 
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Figure 4. The top exon map is the correct a / - 8  gene. The second exon map is a gm predication: it missed 
the 5' splice site in the first exon and detected an alternative splice site downstream. 

I 1 

Figure 5. The top exon map is the correct deb-1 gene. The second two exon maps are gm predictions; the 
two maps combined cover the majority of the correct map. 

I 

mi The user inputs organism specific tuple preference 
mavices for exons and introns. 
The composition functions are separate modules that 
may be replaced with alternative methods. 

2.0 Performance of grn v1.0 
In the spring of 1990, gm Version 1.0 alpha was 

released [14]. It has been installed at approximately 50 
laboratories around the world. We have demonstrated gm 
v1.0 at multiple conferences and visited multiple user 
sites. The response to gm has been very favorable; 
basically, users feel they really need a tool such as this 
one. On the other hand, gm has not received wide use for 
the following reasons: (i) Most iaboratorics are working 
on completing the physical map and do not anticipate 
doing large-scale sequencing for a while. (ii) gm v1.0 is 
tuned for invertebrates, specifically C.elegans. Many of 
our potential users are working on mammalian sequences. 
(iii) User feedback on gm v1.0 alpha shows some 
difficulty in using gm; the problems and their solutions 
will be covered in the section on gm v2.0. 

2.1 Evaluation 
We have tested gm v1.0 on several known genes from 

C. elegans. gm generally predicts short genes with short 
introns correctly. It has also correctly predicted long 
genes such as myo-2 and unc-25. When gm does not get 
"the" correct solution, the incorrect solution is one of three 
types: (i) grn predicts most of the correct exons, with one 
or a few incorrect -- but close -- splice sites used. An 
example is shown in Figure 4, the top exon map is the 

correct one, the second exon map is predicted by gm; it is 
correct except for the fmt exon. (ii) The c o m t  gene is 
a composition of two or more predicted genes. ~n 
example is shown in Figure 5. the top exon map is the 
correct one, the second and third exon maps defme the 
majority of the correct exon map. (iii) gm identifies linle 
or none of the correct gene. We feel that the fmt two 
situations are acceptable: these predictions provide 
enough i n f o d o n  for the user to design the appropriate 
experiment to verify the existence of a gene in the region 
shown in the prediction. We are currently investigating 
why some genes are difficult to identify (!.e. why sane 
genes have uncharacteristic splice sites. exon 
composition, or intron composition). 

We have used gm on new sequences obtained by 
collaborators. The 54 kb unc-22 cosmid of C. eleguns 
[ 151 was used for an initial large-scaie test of gm v1.0. The 
locations of several new urn-22 exons, and of five 
additional genes, were predicted using gm; this is shown 
in Figure 6. The existence of several of the predicted 
exons, and two of the five predicted genes has been 
independently confirmed by G. Benian and colleagues at 
Emory University by cDNA sequencing; the existence of 
an additional predicted gene has been confiirmed by D. 
Baillie and colleagues at Simon Fmer. 

2.2 Execution time 
There is often a trade-off in computational genetic 

algorithms between fast execution time and accuracy. It 
is generally desirabie to put accuracy fms that is, the Wf 
does not care if the program runs all night -- as long as the 
answer is as accurate as possible. The gm algorithm was 
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Figure 6. gm predicted the locations of several new unc-22 exons and five additional genes. The "A" indicati 
that the gene or some exons within the gene, were predicted by gm. The *.* indicates that the gene has bel 
confirmed by cDNA. 

writtcn for accuracy, but was then tuned for sped. Table 
I (cxuacted from [161) shows that gm a n  dctect 
complicated genes in less than a minute. 

We feel that software can be used more effcctively as 
an exploratory tool if the user gets fast feedback 
Unfonunately, we can not guarantee fast execution times 
for the following reasons: (i) The sequence may be 
inherently difficult; for example, it may be extremely 
long. (ii) The user may set the cutoff values very low 
which could create many entities, and cause an explosion 
in the number of exon maps generated. To prevent this, 
we advise the user to start with very high cutoffs and lower 
them as appropriate. Additionally, there is an option to 

show only the longest non-inclusive exon maps. Wht 
using this option, the user is only shown one combinatic 
of splicing for a region. This is sufficient for determinir 
if the region is interesting: if it is, the user may run g 
with the option to look at all maps for that region. 

3.0 gm Version 2 
The following points descn i  changes made in g~ 

v2.0 as a result of feedback from the users. 
a Ranked exon maps. gm v2.0 ranks the exon maps ac 

cording to length of coding region. Using the Vansli 
tion file (amino acid sequence corresponding to eac 

Table 1 .Results of running gm on the sequences of five C.elegan genes. 

Len th Exons Number of Exons Protein Executibn (& Actual Exon Maps Predicted Predicted Time 
Sequence 

unc-IS 12.1 10 4 10 100% 12 sec 

unc-54 9.0 9 I6 7 96% 10 sec 

myo-1 12.1 9 3 4 84% 7 sec 

myo-2 10.8 12 32 I1 98% 24 sec 

myo-3 11.6 7 2 6 100% 8sec 

"Exons Actual" is the number of exons in the known gene. "Number of Exon Maps" is the total number I 
candidate genes predicted. "Exons Predicted" is the number of exons predicted correctly, up to small insertion: 
in the exon map that best predicts the structure of the known gene (in no case are extra exons predicted 
"Protein Predicted" is the percentage of the known amino-acid sequence predicted correctly by the best ex@ 
map. Execution times are for a Sun 4/60. 



exon map), the user can run the amino acid sequence 
against the PIR [17] or a translation of Genbank [ 181 
using a program such as blast [I91 to see if it resem- 
bles any existing sequence; a hit against a known pro- 
tein may indicate an exon map of interest. 
Exrend m n  maps from known CDNAs. A cDNA gives 
the coordinates of the right end of a gene. The user of- 
ten has a cDNA for a sequence, and wants to know the 
rest of the gene. We have implemented an option 
which allows the user to input a file with the cDNA 
coordinates and gm produces all candidate exon maps 
which extend the cDNA. 

a Vetrebrures. In gm v1.0, the testing of splice sites was 
based on the organism specific consensus matrix: 
therefore, splice site recognition could be tuned for 
each organism. But the intron and exon detection rou- 
tines worked only for invertebrates. As is described in 
the next section, a flexible organism specific test has- 

, been implemented in gm v2.0 for detecting exons and 
, introns for either invertebrates or vertebrates. 

We have noticed during site visits that users often 
have trouble adjusting the input parameters. In order to 
alleviate the problem in gm v2.0, we have provided an 
interactive graphical method for changing parameters and 
displaying the results. We have also added a graphical 
display of physical map data so that the user can relate 
candidate exon maps to known physical maps. These 
feanrres will be covered in the discussion on graphics. 

As was previously mentioned, the user has the option 
of viewing (i) all the predicted exon maps or (ii) only the 
longest non-inclusive exon maps. In the fmt version of 
gm, the inclusive maps were deleted late in processing; 
this option was maidy to limit the amount of output. In 
the second version of gm, a greedy algorithm has been 
implemented for determining the longest non-inclusive 
maps. The greedy algorithm only extends maps that have 
the longest coding region: this causes the filtering of exon 
maps to occur early in the processing which greatly 
reduces execution time. For example, gm generates 200 
exon maps and takes three minutes to run on the Cefegun 
sequence deb-Z: it takes 41 seconds to generates two exon 
maps when run with the greedy algorithm. 

3.1 Algorithm 
Both version 1 and version 2 share the following 

smture:  they have a set of pattern matching routines and 
a main engine that assembles the exon maps based on the 
analysis of the pattern matching routines. Both the pattern 
matching routines and the main engine have been changed 
in gm v2.0 for better functionality, speed, and ease of 

extensibility. This subsection describes the version 2 
algorithm. 

The gm software contains three exmutables: (i) gm 
executes the gene identification software on a kxt 
terminal. (ii) gmwin e x e ~ ~ e ~  gm and displays the 
on a graphic terminal. and (ii) menu provides options to 
run each compositional function stand-alone. and assow 
other useful functions. 

gm takes as input a file of parameters. this is shown in 
~ i g u r e  7. The fde may be cfeated and altered using a 
custom menu-driven editor included in the menu 
Program- 

Sequence 
f l l e  name: daf-l.dna 
S t a r t h ~  pos l t lon :  1 

exon map file: daf-1.emap 
t r a n s l a t i o n  f l l e :  daf-1.trans 

cDNA i n p u t  (on/off) :  on 
C O W  f i l e  name: daf-l.coord 
(0) cDNA maps only (1) A l l  maps: 1 

5' S p l l c e  S i t e  I d e n t l f l c a t l o n  
consensus a u t r l x  f i l e  name: WOr~15-13.10q 
c u t o f f  value: 2.000 

Branch Site I d e n t l f l c a c l o n  ( o p t i o n a l )  
branch site d l n u c l e o t i d e  (on/of f )  : off 
branch rite consansuo (on/off)  : off  

3' S p l i c e  S l t e  I d e n t l f l c a t l o n  
consensus nmtr lx  file nam: uorm3-13.lop 
c u t o f f  value: 1.500 

S p l i c e  Site Composition ( o p t i o n a l )  
S p l i c e  S i t e  Composttion (on/off)  : on 
S' cutof f :  0.500 
3' cutof f :  0.500 

In i t ia t ion  Context ( A X )  I d e n t l f l c a t l o n  
consensus mat r lx  f l l a  name: uormatp-9.109 
c u t o f f  value: -1.000 

PolyA S l q n a l  (AAIM) I d e n t l f l c a t l o n  
consensus mat r ix  f l l e  name: a a t a a a  
c u t o f f  value: 5.000 
maximum s t o p  - AATAAA separa t ion :  350 

consensus mat r ix  f l l e  name: t a t a a  
c u t o f f  value: 5.000 
maximum promoter - ATG s e p a r a t i o n :  250 

mask matr lx:  lntron-mask 
c u t o f f :  2.000 
mlnlmum length:  30 

f l n l s h l n q  p o s l t l o n  ( e n t e r  z e r o  t o  compute length)  : 0 
Output  F l l e s  

cDNA Input  (Optional) 

Promoter S l q n a l  I d e n t l f l c a t l o n  

I n t r o n  Evaluat lon 

Repeat ( o p t i o n a l )  

Exon Evalua t lon  
test  exons a q a l n s t  r e p e a t  c o o r d l n a t e s  (on/of f )  : off  

mask matrlx: exon-mask 
cu tof f :  2.000 
codon asymmetry f i l e  name: wormcodon-10 
codon asymmetry a t o f f :  2 

S l l d l n q  Window 
sire: 50 
overlap:  0 
cu tof f :  0.400 

Proce ln  Codlnq Capacl ty  
mlnlmum codlnq l e n g t h  ( i n  b a s e s ) :  300 

Analys ls  Options 
(0) Complete maps only 

(0) A l l  maps 

(0) Exon-blased eva luac lon  

(0) No t r a c e  (I) Trace: 0 

(1) Complete maps and p a r t l a l  maps: 0 

(1) Longest nonlnc lua lve  maps only: 1 

(11 Bru te  force  I n t r o n  eva lua t lon :  0 
Trace  Optlon 

Figure 7. Example gm input fife. These fifes are 
created and edited using a menu-driven editor. 
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- - >  HAP-2 slze S total-.cnq:n 13:8 coainq-lenqch 8 3 8  
--5 TATAA BOX 

--> BASE 2 3 6  “ATM 5.000 
---> EXON 2 . 5 0 0  

--> BASE 395 A X  -0.130 
--> BASE 556 

--> INTRON 5 .863  
--> BASE 5 5 7  5-SS 5 . 6 4 0  
--> BASE 658 3-SS 3 . 1 2 0  

--> EXON 2 . 6 3 7  
--> BASE 559 
--> BASE 1 3 3 6  END 

--> BASE :654 AATAAA 6.000 
--> AATAAA 

Figure 8. An example of gm textual output. These 
files may also be displayed with the gmwin 
graphical interface. 

gm outputs zero or more candidate exon maps 
(emaps). These emaps are written to a textual file, and 
may also be displayed with graphics. A sample of the 
textuat output is shown in Figure 8; the values on the left 
of the various entities (exon, inuons, S S S ,  33s. ATG, 
and AATAAA) indicates how each entity scored in its 
respective test 

The flowchart for gm v2.0 is shown in Figure 9. The 
composition routines are shown on the left side of the 
figure; they return the locations of entities along the 
scquence. The compositional functions are as follows. 

Orf. This routine r e m  the interval of each open 
reading frame, along with the reading frame number. 

Window. This routine checks for intervals which look 
like coding regions. It uses the Same coding region test 
used for exons, but with a different user supplied cutoff (it 
should be lower than the one supplied for the exon test). 
Within the intervals, this routine calls the splice site 
routines, and returns the list of splice sites to the main 
engine. 

Splice site test. This routine takes as input the coding 
region intervals identified by the window routine. and the 
following user supplied parameters: (i) the 5’SS 
consensus matrix and a cutoff value, (ii) the 3’SS 
conSensuS mamx and a cutoff value, and (iii) a flag to 
indicate whether to look at the composition on either side 
of a potential splice site and a compositional cutoff value. 
Points in the interval that match one of the consensus 
matrices above the associated cuioff are marked as 
potential splice sites.. If the composition flag is off, all 
splice sites are returned. If the composition flag is on, the 
composition of the flanking regions of each potential 
splice site are evaluated, and only the ones with 
composition scores above the cutoff will be returned. 

Intron test. This routine takes as input an interval and 
the following user supplied parameters: .a n-tuple 
preference mamx, where n may be from 1 to 6, and a 
cutoff. A n-tuple mamx is calculated for the interval, 
where n is the same as the input mauix. The score is the 
dot product of the input matrix and the interval mamx. If 

the score is above the user-supplied cutoff, the routine WI 

return success. otherwise it returns failure. 
The n-tuple preference matrix represents the preferre 

tuples in introns for the specific organism. We hav 
created preference matrices for tuples of size 1 through 
for C.elegans and humans. The matrices were generate 
as follows: (i) all the complete Genbank genes for th 
organism were extracted, (ii) the frequency of each tup1 
was calculated for introns and for exons, and (ii) the valu 
fur the ith element of the n-tuple matrix was calculated b 

where freq-introq” is the frequency of the i& tuple c 
size n in introns and f r aexonr  is the frequency of th 
ith tuple of size n in exons. A exon preference ma& i 
also generated, where freq-exoq“ is divided b 
freq-inuonr. 

Exon Test. This routine is exactly like the intron te: 
except the input matrix is the exon preference matrix. 

Codon Usage. This routine rakes as input an exoi 
map, and the following user supplied parameters: a cod0 
usage table and a cutoff. It checks the codon usage for th 
concatenation of all exons in an exon map. 

The left side of Figure 9 shows the main engin 
which builds the exon maps based on h e  analysis of th 
composition routines. The main loop is the traversal a 
the 5’ splice sites in ascending order, so maps ar 
constructed from left to right: that is, at any point in ma. 
building, all maps are complete to the left of the curren 
5’SS and no maps extend beyond the current 5’SS - 3’SI 
pair. Frame consistency is maintained as entities ar 
added to each map. Codon ‘usage is checked when a ma] 
is complete; this is so the usage may be checked as if th 
introns had been spliced and the exons were concatenate1 
together. The fmal set of exon maps are sorted accordin: 
to the longest protein coding regions 0.e. the sum of th 
exons). 

The algorithm for the generating only the longest non 
inclusive maps is the same as is shown in Figure 9 
excepe (i) when a new intron is found, a new exon map i 
only created if the intron can not be appended to ru 
existing map, and (ii) if the intron can be appended to on( 
or more existing maps, it is oniy appended to the map 
which has the longest coding region, and (iii) during the 
fmal sort, inclusive maps are deleted. 

3.2 Graphics 
Figure 10 shows h e  gmwin graphical display. The 

display is initially empty. The user can either display a 
previously calculated exon map file by entering the name 
in the “Exon Map File” slot. or generate a new exon file by 
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Figure 9. gm v2.0 flowchart: the left side of the diagram shows the pattern matching routines, the right side 
of the diagram shows the main engine that assembles the exon maps. 
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entering the input file name ci.c. the tile containing the list 
of parameters) in the "Input FiIe" slot In either case, the 
DNA sequence is displayed on the left and the amino acid 
sequence is displayed on the right. The user may display 
an exon map by mousing the appropriate button on the 
right. Up to four exon maps may be displayed at a time 

When a user clicks on an entity in an exon map, the 
DNA sequence for the entity will be highlighted and the 
coordinates and scores for the entity will be displayed in 
the middle box on the right. In the example, the second 
exon of the fmt map is highlighted. The user may toggle 
between highlighting the DNA sequence and the amino 
acid sequence by mousing the "Sequence" button. 

When the user enters an input file, the gm algorithm is 
executed. The number of occurrences of the each entity is 
printed in the message bar on the bottom of the screen. If 
the solution set is unsatisfactory, the information in the 

message bar will aid the user on what parameters need 
changing in order to approach a better solution. For 
instance, if no exon maps are generated and the number 
of 5'SS is zero, the 5'SS cutoff is too high and should be 
lowered. The user can. mouse the "menu" button, change 
the appropriate parameter, write the Fie. and run the input 
Fie again This scenario may be executed any number of 
times without exiting the graphics. This design allows the 
user to easiIy explore the consequence of using different 
parameter settings. 

The user may view how a solution may integrate with 
the physical map by displaying: (a) a restriction map for 
an enzyme, (b) the exons of a cDNA, (b) the locations of 
STSs, and (d) the location of repeats. Examples of a 
restriction map and cDNA coordinates are displayed in 
FigUte 10. 

Figure 10. The gmwin v2.0 graphical interface. 
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4.0 Discussion 
Testing. It was discussed at the Aspen Workshop on 

Recognizing Genes that there is a need for test data sets 
for all genomic computational problems: this would 
facilitatc testing and comparing gene identification 
systems. The only other system for detecting genes -- 
which is complete enough to have results -- is the one 
developed by Guigo. Knudsen, Drake, and Smith [13]; 
their system has only recently produced results, 
consequently, we have not yet compared resuIts. 

Releare 2. The new graphics has been demonstrated at 
the DOE Human Genome Workshop at Santa Fe. the 
Genome Mapping and Sequencing Meeting at Cold 
Spring Harbor, and the Aspen Workshop on Recognizing 
Genes. It received favorable commenrs at ail three 
meetings. Initial testing has shown that the new technique 
for recognizing splice sites has allowed gm to generate the 
correct exon maps for genes that could not be detected in 
lgm v1.0. The success of analyzing human exons 
Successfully using preferences matrices is still in the 
cxperimenral stage. 

Future plum. As is shown in the unc-22 example 
(Figure 6), two genes can occupy the same space of DNA; 
a gene lies in the middle of a 9 kb inmn of unc-22. This 
makes detecting some inmns difficult if not impossible. 
Our current research is investigating ways to detect this 
situation and beuer characterize gene entities. 

. The future p h  for gm is to automate parameter 
seuing. Very often, the correct exon map is not created 
due to one bad splice site, or an exon with poor codon 
usage, or an intron has a region that looks like coding 
region, e=.; gm will build exon maps allowing a threshold 
of "bad spots" which are corrected on a second pass. 
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Fifteen examples of the transposon-lie human element 
(THE) LTR and thirteen examples of the MstII interspersed 
repeat are aligned to generate new consensas sequences for 
these human repetitive elements. The c o n s e m  sequences of 
these element8 are very similar, indicating that they compose 
hbfamiliej of a single human interspersed repetitive se- 
duence family. Members of this highly polymorphic repeat 
family have been mapped to at least 11 chromosomes. Seven 
examples of the THE internal sequence are also aligned to gen- 
erate a new consensua sequence for this element. Estimates of 
the abundance of this repetitive sequence family, derived 
from both hybridization d y a i a  and frequency of occurrence 
in GenBank, indicate thatTHE-LmM8fII~encareppres- 
ent every 100-300 kb in human DNA. The widespread occur- 
rence of memben of this family makes them useful land- 
marks, like A h ,  L1, and (GT), repeats, for physical and ge- 
netic mapping of human DNA. e 1992 - ~ a .  IDG 

INTRODUCTION 

The abundant interspersed repetitive sequences Alu, 
L1, and (GT), have proven useful in genomic mapping, 
both as targets for PCR amplification of adjacent unique 
sequences (Nelson et aL. 1989) and as hybridization tags 
for fingerprinting random clones (Stallings et  aL, 1990). 
These elements exist throughout the human genome 
and are distributed nonrandomly on each chromosome 
(Korenberg and Rykowski, 1988, Moyzis et aL, 1989). 
Approximately 10,000 copies of the transposon-like hu- 
man element (THE) and 30,000 copies of solitary THE 
long terminal repeats [THE-LTRs, originally called “0 
elements” (Sun et aL, 1984) J have been estimated to ex- 
ist in the human genome (Paulson et al., 1985). Five 
complete or nearly complete THEs have been se- 
quenced; aside from terminal deletions in the LTRS, all 

’ To whom correspondence should be addressed at present address: 
Receptor Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Section, Park Bldg. 
Room 405, National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, 
NIH. Bethesda, MD 20892. 
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are very similar (Paulson et aL, 1985; Willard, 1987; 
Deka et  aL, 1988). 

A number of sequences similar to the THE-LTR, the 
related MstII repeat (Mermer et aL, 1987), or the THE’ 
internal sequence have been identified in the course of 
screening sequences of random genomic clones from hu- 
man chromosomes 5 and 7 for suitability as sequence 
tagged sites (STSs; Olson et aL, 1989; Green et aL, 1991). 
To improve the e5ciency with which additional se- 
quences that are similar to these elements can be identi- 
fied, we have constructed new multiple alignments of 
human sequences belonging to these repeat families. 
The consensus sequences for the THE-LTR and MstII 
repeats derived from these alignments are similar, sug- 
gesting that  the THE-LTR and MstII repeats are subfa- 
milies of a single family of interspersed repeats. The 
alignment of sequences similar to the THE internal se- 
quence suggests that at least 400 nucleotides of this se- 
quence are relatively common in the.human genome and 
that i t  may be associated with enhanced recombination. 

METHODS 

The similarity-searching code FASTA (Pearson and Lipman. 1988) 
was used to search the primate section of GenBank (Bilofsky and 
Burks, 1988) release 66 lJanuary 1991) for human sequences similar 
to the THE-LTR HUMRSOBC (clone 0-5 of Sun et d. 1984). the 
MstII repeat HUMAIGRX (clone 4.1 of Mermer et d, 1987). or the 
internal part of the THE sequence HUMRSOLTR (clone THE 1-A of 
Paulson er oL. 1985). Sequences were aligned using the multiple-align- 
ment code MALIGN (Sobel and Martinez. 1986) or the painvise local- 
alignment code LFASTA (Pearson and Lipman, 1988). The align- 
menta were refined by hand to maximize the number of aligned nu- 
cleotides. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

THE-LTR and MstII Repeats 
The alignment of the THE-LTR and MstII sequences 

is shown in Fig. I. The MstII alignment is similar to that 
reported by Mermer et al. (1987), who noted the similar- 
ity between the five HUMAIGR sequences and the im- 
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PIC. 1. Aligniiieiii of' MsflI uiid THE-LTR sequences. Sequences are identified by CenBank LOCUS name or, in the case of random genomic 
frugiiients, by cliroiiiosoine uncl liugnient number. Map positions are as given in CenBnnk. release66. Elipses ( ) indicate that a sequence continues 
liiu that it is no loiiger siiiiilur to the consensus. The orientation is that of HUMAIGRA and HUMRSOSC in GenBank. The derived MstII and 
'I'14E44TIi consensus sequences are indicated by uppercase letters and are each assigned coordinates. The combined consensus sequence is shown 
lietween the Mstll und 'I'IIE-lII'11 consensus sequences. 
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munoglobulin c heavy chain (IGHE) associated se- 
quences HUMIGCD3 and HUMIGCC5 (Hisajima et  aL, 
1983). Sequences of MstII repeats present in the human 
insulin receptor (HUMINSRD: Elbein, 19891, serum 
amyloid A (HUMSAAlA; Sack andTalbot, 1989), histo- 
compatibility HLA-SB (HUMHLASBA; Lawrance et 
aL, 19851, thyroid peroxidase (HUMTPOO4; Kimura et  
aL, 19891, and cytochrome P450 (HUMCYP450; Jaiswal 
et  aL, 1985) genes have been added in the present align- 
ment. ”he sequence of one (7-87) of four very similar 
HindlII-BarnHI fragments of chromosome 7 sequenced 
at LANL (Green et aL, 1991; GenBank Accession Nos. 
M74209, M74210, M74211, M74212) that appear to  be 
partial MstII repeats is also included in Fig. 1. 

The  present MstII consensus length is 451 nucleotides 
(nt), 28 n t  longer than that derived by Mermer et  d 
(1987) from the HUMAIGR sequences. The principal 
difference between the present alignment and that of 
Mermer et aL is the 11 nt  spanning positions 298 to 308 
in the  present alignment, which do not occur in the HU- 
W G R  sequences. The sequences cannot, however, be 
divided cleanly into subfamilies based on the  presence or 
absence of gaps. The MstII sequences are most similar 
between positions 40 and 170 and between positions 320 
and 400, which correspond roughly to the “left arm” and 
“right arm” described by Mermer et aL (1987). 

The THE-LTR alignment shown in Fig. 1 includes 
the  0-element sequences HUMRS04C and HUMR- 
S05C (Sun et  d, 19841, the LTR sequences of a genomic 
THE (HUMRSOLTR; Paulson et  d, 1985) and an ex- 
trachromosomal THE (HUMEXCI5; Misra et  d, 19871, 
an unmapped genomic LTR with an Alu insertion 
(HUMTHEPZ Lloyd et d, 19871, isolated LTRs near a 
6-16 translocation breakpoint (HUMSATOD; Wong et  
aL, 1990) and a human papillomavirus insertion site 
(HIJMHPPlG; Baker et d? 1987), and presumably iso- 
lated LTRa present in a U4 snRNA pseudogene (HU- 
MUG4PB; Bark and Pettersson, 1989) and in the apoli- 
poprotein B (HUMAPBOB; Ludwig et d, 1987), dystro- 
phin (HUMDYSIN; Bodrug et d, 19871, and S-protein 
(HUMPROSA, Lundwall et ai., 1986) genes. The LTR 
sequences of HUMRSOLTR are representative of those 
of the other known complete THEs (Willard, 1981; Deka 
et al., 1988); thus, the latter have not been included in 
Fig. I. Sequences of two random HindIII-BamHI frag- 
ments of chromosome 5, 5-17, and 5-57 obtained at 
LANL (GenBank Accession Nos. M74207 and M74208) 
are also included in the alignment. 

The  present THE-LTR consensus length is 400 nt, 8 
n t  longer than that obtained by Willard (1987) for the 
LTRs of complete THEs. The THE-LTR sequences are 
most homogeneous between positions 60 and 110 and 
between positions 250 and 380. Gap polymorphisms oc- 
cur spanning positions 49-59, 211-120, and 195-205; 
however, these do not divide the sequences cleanly into 
subfamilies. 

The MstII and THE-LTR consensus sequences align 
over their entire lengths, with no consistent gaps of over 
30 nt. Although the THE-LTR consensus length is 5 1  nt 

shorter than that of :ClstII, the full-Iength alignment of 
the two sets of sequences suggests that they are subfami- 
lies of a single family of interspersed repeats. The simi- 
larity between the E/istII sequences and the THE-LTR 
was noted by Mermer et  al. (19871, who aligned the HU- 
MAIGR sequences with the THE-LTR HUMRSOSC; 
however, their alignment assumes an 80-nucleotide gap 
in HUMRSOSC that is closed in the present alignment. 
The  alignment of the THE-LTR and MstII sequences 
includes numerous gaps and several regions, primarily 
between positions 200 and 350 of the MstII sequence, 
containing multiple mismatches. The two sets of se- 
quences are most similar in the fiist and last 100 nt. . 

The  repeat family that includes the THE-LTR and 
MstII sequences is evidently widespread in the genome. 
The current alignment includes sequences mapped to 10 
autosomes and the X and to an extrachromosomal circle 
(Fig. 1). Estimates of the abundance of these sequences 
based on hybridization data range ‘from 30,000 for the 
THE-LTR (Paulson et.&, 1985) to 5000 for the MstII 
repeat (Mermer et aL, 1987); the high degree of polymor- 
phism in the family suggests that the larger of these 
abundance estimates may be the more reliable. An 
abundance of roughly lo4 copies per haploid genome is 
consistent with finding 25 examples in GenBank release 
66, assuming that GenBank sequences are a representa- 
tive sample of human DNA. A sample of 1 Mb of human 
cosmid -DNA (Riethman et  aL, 1989; Stal- Car; 
lings et  d, 1990) was found to contain 12 sequences hy- 
bridizing to a THE-LTR/MstII consensus oligomer 
(data not shown), indicating an average spacing of hy- 
bridizing sequences of once per 83 kb. Taken together, 
these data suggest that members of this repeat family 
are present, on average, once every 100 to 300 kb. 

THE Internal Sequences 
The family comprising the THE-LTR and MstII re- 

peats is much more polymorphic than the Alu family, in 
which there are no large gaps, and subfamily divisions 
are made on the basis of a few nucleotide positions (La- 
buda and Striker, 1989; Jurka and Milosavljevic, 1991). 
It is thus far unknown whether THEs are transposi- 
tionally active, and if so, what the sequence require- 
ments of active THE-LTRs or internal sequences are. 
The 1.6-kb internal sequences of the known complete 
THEs align over their entire lengths (Willard, 1987), 
suggesting that complete genomic THEs are relatively 
homogeneous. However, only the final 1 kb of the extra- 
chromosomal THE HeLa5R (HUMEXCI5; Misra et aL, 
1987), which consists of 1.6 kb followed by a single LTR, 
is similar to this conserved internd sequence. The final 
673 nt of two 893-nt sequences previously identified as 
hot spots of recombination in the immunoglobulin 
heavy-chain (IGH) region on chromosome 14, HU- 
MIGHHSG 3 and 4 (Keyeux et aL, 19891, are highly 
similar to the THE internal sequence, suggesting that 
the identified recombination event was mediated by two 
copies of THE. Three random genomic clones obtained 
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FIG. 2. Alignment of sequences similar to the THE 1-A internal sequence HUMRSOLTR (Padson et  aL, 1985). in the orientation of 
HUMRSOLTR in GenF3ank. The alignment starta at position 1103 of the HUMRSOLTR sequence, which corresponds to position 1111 in Fig: 
6 of Miera et at (1987), and ertends to the end of the PA40 sequences. The THE 1-A and HeLa5R sequences are similar for 148 nt  upstream of 
this aligned region, and d i e a i  for an additional 600 nt upstream (Misra et aL. 1987); the HUMIGHHSG sequences are similar to THE 1-A 
for 3% nt upstream of this aligned region, and d i s a i i  for an additional 220 nt upstream. 

at LANL, a partial Hindm-BarnHI fragment of chro- 
mosome 5 and two unmappedPst1 fragments (GenBank 
Accession Nos. M74213, M74214, M74215), are also sim- 
ilar to THE internal sequences. These sequences are 
aligned in Fig. 2, and establish that THE internal se- 
quences are present on a t  least two autosomes (5 and 14) 
as well as extrachromosomal circles. 

In summary, consensus nucleotide sequences of the 
THE-LTR/MstII repetitive sequence famiIy have been 
generated, using both published and newly sequenced 
members of the family. These consensus sequences are 
valuable for screening genomic DNA sequences to iden- 
tify regions where useful STSs can be constructed (01- 
son et af., 1989; Green et aL, 1991). Due to their high 
abundance and diversity, members of this family will 
make useful landmarks for physicai and genetic map- 
ping of the human genome (Stallings et d, 1990). 
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ABSTRACT 

The DNA sequence composition of 526 dicbt and 345 monocot intron sequences have been 
characterized using computational methods. Splice site information content and bulk intron and 
exon dinucleotide composition were determined. Positions 4 and 5 of 5' splice sites contain dif- 
ferent statistically significant levels of information in the two groups. Basal levels of information 
in introns are higher in dicots than in monocots. Two dinucleotide groups, WW (AA, AU, UA, 
UU) and SS (CC, CG, GC, GG) have significantly different frequencies in exons and introns of 
the two plant groups. These results suggest that the mechanisms of splice-site recognition and 
binding may M e r  between dicot and monocot plants. 

* 

- 
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The mechanism of pre-mRNA splicing is now understood in considerable detail [l, 2,3]; 
however, the molecular recognition of splice sites by spliceosome components is still not well 
characterized. Goodall and Filipowicz have identified a bias for A and U nucleotides in plant 
introns, and hypothesize that a high A+U content and consensus intron-exon borders may be the 
only sequence requirements for plant intron processing [4]. A minimal functional length of 70-73 
nucleotides has been observed for introns in monocots and dicots 151, despite a heterogeneous dis- 
tribution of intron lengths between the two plant groups. Total genome dinucleotide frequencies 
have been measured experimentally in a variety of organisms, including plants [6,7]. Unique dis- - 
tributions of dinucleotides have been observed in DNA separated by evolutionary origh [S, 9, 
lo], organelle [ll], and function [12]. 

The unique ability of monocots to process introns high in G+C suggests differences in dicot 
and monocot pre-mRNA processing mechanisms [13]. For example, pre-mRNA of 1,5-bisphos- 
phate carboxylase from pea, a dicot, was efficiently spliced in transgenic tobacco plants but the 
same gene from wheat, a monocot, was not processed as eEciently in transgenic tobacco [14]. 
While experimental differences in dicot-monocot splicing specificities exist, both dicot and 
monocot genes are spliced with similar efficiency in vitro by HeLa cell extracts [15], and by an 
autonomously replicated vector in transient expression assays of tobacco leaf disks [lq. Stable 
incorporation of a phaseolin gene fused to the Cauliflower Mosaic Vis promoter resulted in 
equally efficient pre-mRNA processing in tobacco and rice cell lines[17]. 

Experimental evidence suggests that plant introns may have pre-mRNA recognition mecha- 
nisms that are different from those of vertebrate systems [13 and references therein]. Calculations 
of the information content of binding sites have provided some insight into site recognition[l8, 
191. Information content analysis of intron splice sites in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans 
has been previously described [20]; this analysis showed that splice sites in C. ekgans vary with 
intron length. In this report we show that: 1) the information contents of splice sites differ 
betwe& monocots and dicots; 2) the basal level of information is an average of 0.1 bitbase higher 
in introns than in exons for dicots; 3) dinucleotide usage differs between exons and introns, and 
between the two plant groups. 

Plant DNA sequences were extracted from GenBank release 68 (June,1991). Entries con- 
taining full or partial-length sequences, from 172 loci in dicots (Magnoliopsida) and 84 loci in 
monocots (Liliopsida) were used in our analysis. The coding portions of these sequences encode 
enzymes, structural proteins, storage proteins and peptides of unknown function. Sequences were 
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discarded in cases where intronlexon splice junctions were ambiguously determined. Overrepre- 
senting of certain sequences due to oversampling of some gene families cannot be excluded. 
Sequences from 20 nucleotides upstream to 30 nucleotides downstream of the 5' splice site were 
aligned, and information content, I(n) in units of bits/position, was calculated as: 

where F(B,n) is the observed frequency of base B in position n, and P(B,n) is the prior probability * 

of base B in position n [lS]. The expression I(n) represents the information contained in a single 
nucleotide position, as the result of elevated usage of a particular nucleotide or nucleotides at that 
position in a DNA sequence. The prior base probability, as measured by base frequency, has been 
shown to vary between introns and exons, and between dicots and monocots [4]. To visualize the 
differences in base composition across the exon-intron boundaries in calculations ofl(n), the prior 
base probabilities were set to the equiprobable values (Le., P(B,n)=O.25 forB=A C, G, U in all 
positions). Similar information contents from sequences 30 nucleotides upstream to 20 nucle- 
otides downstream were obtained from 3' splice site junctions. Standard deviations were calcu- 
lated using the 'exact method' described in [18] and error bars for information plots consist of k 
two times the standard deviation. For basal information measurements, the 0.5% and 99.5% con- 
fidence limits were determined by numerical simulations, based on observed average nucleotide 
frequencies. 

A dinucleotide (BB') is any two adjacent nucleotide bases. Dinucleotide frequencies were 

9 

I 

measured from both exons and introns. Two components of DNA composition are reflected in 
simple dinucleotide frequency measurements. One component of dinucleotide frequencies is that 
part strictly due to the underlying distribution of single nucleotide frequencies; e.g., increases in A 
and U would increase the random occurrence of AA, AU, UA, and UU. The second component of 
dinucliotide frequency is that part which reflects the correlation between the two nucleotides. To 
reduce the component of dinucleotide frequency that merely reflects single nucleotide distribu- 
tions, the observed frequency of each dinucleotide was divided by the expected frequency of the 
dinucleotide, using the formula: 

F (BB') 
F ' (BB' )  = F ( B )  x F (B') 
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where F (BB') is the observed dinucleotide frequency and F(B) and F (B') are the observed sin- 
gle nucleotide frequencies for two single nucleotides. The Iogarithm of F' (BB') is referred to as 
the "mutual information" of B and B' [21]. Expected dinucleotide frequencies for introns were 
calculated using measured single nucleotide frequencies from intron regions, and expected exon 
dinucleotide frequencies were calculated using measured single nucleotide frequencies from exon 
regions. Log-likelihood ratios, demonstrating differences in non-independent dinucleotide usage 
between dicots and monocots, were derived by the formula: . 

where R (BB') is the log-likelihood ratio of the dinucleotide combination, and F' (BB') di and 
F' (BB') are the corrected dinucleotide frequencies for dicots and monocots, respectively. 
Our software to generate information contents, base frequency matrices, baseline frequency simu- 
lations, dinucleotide counts, corrected dinucleotide frequencies, and log-likelihood ratios is avail- 
able on request. 

Information contents of the splice junctions of both dicots and monocots are shown in Fig- 
ure 1. The observed basal level of information across the intronic portion of dicot sequences dif- 
fers from the exon basal level of information. This asymmetric distribution of basal information is 
not apparent in monocot sequences. We tested whether the elevation of basal Momation is due 
solely to an enrichment of A+U in dicot introns. Numerical experiments examining the range of 
possible baseline infomation values that can occur from a given average frequency of nucleotides 
demonstrated that baseline information is highly dependent on subtle changes in nucleotide fie- 
quency. Using the average nucleotide frequencies measured between positions 10 and 50 in 
monocot introns, which are 60% A+U, baseline information values are expected to range from 
0.047 io 0.064, within 99.5% confidence limits. Nucleotide frequencies from the same portion of 
dicot introns (72% A+U), gave expected baseline information values of 0.155 to 0.180, within 
99.5% confidence limits. Thus the observed A+U frequencies alone are sufficient to account for 
the observed basal information contents in introns of both dicots and monocots. 

The information contents of dicot and monocot splice sites are similar, but not identical. A 
shoulder of the 5' peak extending into the coding portion of the splice site (positions -2 and -1) 

contains 1.53 k 0.15 and 1.48 5 0.20 bits of information in dicots and monocots, respectively. Not 
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including the conserved GU, the intronic portion of the splice site (positions +3 to +6) encodes 
1.73 4 0.18 and 1.59 f 0.21 bits of information in dicots and monocots, respectively. In total 
(positions -3 to +6) 7.26 f 0.24 bits are observed in dicot 5‘ splice sites, while 7.07 k 0.29 bits are 
contained in monocot 5‘ splice sites. Statistically significant differences in information content 
between the two plant groups can be observed at specific nucleotide positions near the 5’ splice 
site. At position 4 of the 5’ splices site, 0.25 f 0.1 1 more bits of information are found in dicots 
than in monocots, while at position 5,0.21 f 0.14 more bits are encoded in monocots than in 
dicots. Nucleotide counts at positions -3 to +8 of the 5’ splice sites are presented in Table 1. The ’ 

consensus sequence is AGIGUAAGU for both monocot and dicot 5’ splice sites. 

Position +l, the exonic portion of the 3’ splice site, contains 0.39 k 0.09 bits of information in 
dicots, and 0.50 f 0.12 bits in monocots. Significant information is encoded at positions -3 and -5 
of plant 3’ splice sites (1.30 f 0.26 and 1.53 f 0.28 bits for dicots and monocots, respectively). 
This is p r i d y  due to an enrichment of pyrimidine in position -3 and U in position -5. Monocot 
3’ splice sites contain fewer U at -3 than dicots, resulting in consensus sequences of UGYAGIGG 
for dicots and UGCAGIGG for monocots. In total, from positions -5 to +1,5.93 f 0.28 bits of 
infomation are found in dicot 3’ splice sites, and 6.24 f 0.32 bits of information are contained in 
monocot 3’ splices sites. Discrete base frequency differences exist between the two plant groups 
in their 3’ splice sites. Dicot splice sites use C in lowest abundance in positions -8, -7,-6, -5, -4,+2 
and +3 around the splice site (the conserved AG at -1 and -2 were not considered). The nucleotide 
C OCCLUS Ieast frequentIy in only position -4 in monocots (A is as infrequent as C at position -6). 

Lariat branch point sequences are in greatest abundance in the window between -50 and -1 

Similar differences in information contents are found in dicot and monocot 3’ splice sites. 

of the 3’ region in invertebrate, primate, plant and rodent introns 1221. Local information maxima 
are observed in dicot introns at positions -17 and -19 with respect to the 3’ splice site; these do not 
appear in monocot sequences. These maxima are due to an increase of U at positions -17 and -19. 
We did not detect a significant association of the intron branch consensus URAY [23] with Us at 
these positions (data not shown). In dicots, 455 strict matches to the branch site UMY, out of a 
possibIe 526 sequences (86%), were detected in the -50 to -1 3’ portion of introns. In the same 
region of monocot introns, 260 potential branch sites were detected in a total of 345 sequences 
(75%). 

Raw dinucleotide frequencies and mutual information values are presented in Figure 2 for 
exons and introns of both plant groups. The overall frequencies of the nucleotides A+U in introns 
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are 71% and 61% for dicots and monocots, respectively. In exons, A+U occur at 55% and 42% in 
dicots and monocots, respectively. These values are in close agreement with those of Goodall and 
Filipowicz [4], as measured in a smaller data set. In the introns of both plant groups, SS dinucle- 
otides (CC, CG, GC, GG) occur with the lowest frequency. The WW dinucleotides (AA, AU, UA, 
UU) are the 4 most frequent in dicot introns, while they are 4 of the 5 most frequent in monocot 
introns (UG is more common than A4 or UA). Dinucleotide abundances are reversed in monocot 
exons, where WW dinucleotides become the 4 least frequent dinucleotides, while SS dinucle- 
otides are 4 out of the 5 most common dinucleotides (CA is more common than CG). This abun- . 
dance reversal does not occur in dicot exons, where SS dinucleotides remain as 4 of the 6 least 
common dinucleotides. Quite opposite from monocot exons, AA is the most abundant dinucle- 
otide in dicot exons. The mutual information values (lower panel, Fig. 2) show &at despite the 

. overall consistency between dinucleotide frequencies of their component single nucleotides €ie- 

quencies, some dinucleotide levels are lower than expected. The dinucleotide CG, which is a 
potential methylation site and is rare in vertebrate genomes [24] is under-represented in introns 
and exons of both plant groups. The dinucleotide UA also occurs much less frequently than 
expected in dicot and monocot exon sequences, perhaps because in-fiame UAs either encode 
stops or tyrosine, which is a relatively rare amino acid. Other dinucleotides, such as CA and UG 
occur more fiequently than expected considering thgi component single nucleotide frequencies. 
Mutual information for GC dinucleotides in monocot Gtrons is higher than in exons and could 
serve as a possible distinguishing sequence feature for intron recognition. 

Log-likelihood ratios for dinucleotides between exons and introns of the two plant groups 

, 
' 

are shown in Figure. 3. The largest differences are in the frequencies of the SS dinucleotides, with 
CC and GG preferred in dicots and CG and GC preferred in monocots. The SS and WW dinucle- 
otides in exons, particularly CC, CG, UA and UU exhibit the greatest abundance differences of all 
the dinucleotides. The SS dinucleotides in introns demonstrate the largest extremes in abundance. 

The differences in splice site structure and intron composition between dicots and monocots 
are similar to differences found between animal species. The SS and WW dinucleotides have dif- 
ferent frequencies in exons and introns in many genomes 19,251. Intron sequences in C.eZegans 

have high A+U content and elevated basal information content [ZO] similar to that found in dicots, 
while human intron sequences have basal information contents lower than that of monocots (data 
not shown). The information encoded in 5'splice sites varies widely between species, primarily 
due to differences in the information encoded at positions +4 and +5 (the AG of the universal 
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GIGUAAGU consensus). Position +5 encodes 0.24f 0.07 bits in dicots, 0.45 k 0.12 bits in mono- 
cots, 0.77 f 0.22 bits in C. degam [20], 1.08 f 0.19 bits in DrosophiZa [26], and 1.15 f 0.08 bits 
in primates (calculated from Table 1 in [27]). No significant differences between either dicot or 
monocot introns of different lengths, as reported for C. ekgans introns [20], were observed. 

The dinucleotide composition and information content differences reported here raise the 
possibility that alternate mechanisms for splice-site recognition or pre-mRNA processing may be 
used by dicots and monocots. The sequence variation observed at the exon-intron junctions sug- 
gests that U1 snRNA recognition may not always occur at the same nucleotide positions in the 5’ . 
splice site [28], or that additional undetermined factors may be involved in the recognition of 
either 5’ or 3’ splice sites. The compositional differences between monocots and dicots may also 
refiect the use of different mechanisms for exon or intron recognition between the two plant 
groups. A combination of specific splice-site recognition by snRNPs and recognition of exons by 
bulk composition is suggested, for example, by the exon-dehition model of Berget et al. [29,30]. 
A site- and composition-sensitive mechanism along these lines may be active in plants. 

. . .  It has been shown that high mobility group (HMG) proteins bind to A+U-rich regions out- 
side of plant genes [31]. Because of their presence in actively transcribed genes, HMGs have been 
implicated in transcriptional activation, perhaps by a mechanism involving conformational 
changes in chromatin [32]. In view of the elevated of WW dinucleotide content in dicot introns, 
we suggest that HMG binding may not be exclusively confined to the flanking regions of genes, 
but may occur in intron sequences as well. Consistent with this possibility, HMGs have been dem- 
onstrated to bind to an intron portion of the N-20 gene, in soybean [33 1. Whether composition- 
ally-directed binding of proteins to bulk intron sequences plays any role in splice-site selection is 
unknown. 
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- 5' splice sites 
Dicot introns: 
5' position 

A 196(37) 321(61) 34(07) O(0) O(0) 37q70) 299(56) 116(22) 117(22) 200(37) 178(33) 
C 170(32) 49(09) 15(02) O(0) 2(0) 31(05) 75(14) 51(09) 68(13) 86(17) 98(18) 
G 94(18) 47(08) 434(82) 528(100) O(0) 44(08) 17(03) 261(49) 55(10) 47(08) 37(07) 
U 68(12) lll(21) 45(08) O(0) 526(100) 83(15) 137(26) lOO(19) 288(54) 195(37) 215(40) 

-3 -2 -1 1 2  3 - 4  5 6 7  8 

Monocot introns: 
5' position: 

-3 -2 -1 1 2  3 4 5  6 7  a 
A 147(43) 217(63) 18(05) O(0) O(0) 238(68) 152(45) 67(19) 65(18) 12205) 81(24) 
C113(32) 54(15) 33(09) O(0) 2(0) 28(08) 87(24) 38(10) 78(22) 47(14) 85(25) 
G 62(18) 25(07) 278(80) 346(100) O(0) 57(16) 23(07) 211(60) 31(09) 68(19) 37(11) 
U24(06) 50(14) 17(05) O(0) 344(100) 23(07) 84(25) 30(08) 172(50) 109(31) 143(40) 

- 3 ' splice siteg 
Dicot introns: 
3# position: 

A 140(26) 109(20) 121(23) 85(16) 163(31) 25(05) 526(100) O(0) lOl(19) 108(20) 156(30) 
C 57(11) 63(12) 54(10) 28(05) 30(06)314(60) O(0) O(0) 71(13) 87(16) 79(15) 
G 82(16) 93(18) 86(16) 60(11) 223(42) 2(0) O(0) 526(100) 306(58) lOO(19) 145(27) 
U247(47) 261(50) 265(50) 353(67) llO(21) 185(35) O(0) O(0) 48(09) 231(44) 146(28) 

-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 .  

Monocot innons: 
3' position: 

A 62(18) 57(16) 63(18) 37(10) 55(15) ll(03) 345(100) O(0) 50(14) 55(16) 69(20) 
C 64(18) 71(21) 63(18) 53(15) 42(12) 281(81) O(0) O(0) 43(12) 71(20) 93(27) 
G 70(20) 77(22) 71(20) 32(09) 167(48) 4(01) O(0) 345(100) 22003) 76(22) 85(24) 
U 149(43) 140(40) 148(44) 223(64) 81(23) 49(15) O(0) O(0) 22(09) 143(42) 98(28) 

-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3  

.. 

Table 1: Base number matrices for 5' and 3' splice sites. Base frequencies are given in 
paren theses. 
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Figure 1: Single-nucleotide information encoded around 5' and 3' splice sites of dicot and mono- 
cot introns. Error bars are of +/- two times the standard deviation (within 95% confidence limits). 
Positions 4 and 5 of 5' splice sites are marked. The error bars are exaggerated in size for visibility 
on positions +1 and +2 for 5' splice sites and positions -1 and -2 for 3' splice sites. 

Figure 2: (Upper panel) Raw dinucleotide frequency histograms for exons (left plot) and introns 
(right plot) from dicots and monocots. (Lower panel) Mutual information histograms for exons 

. and introns. Corresponding dinucleotides are indicated below each bar. Dicot sequences contain 
55% and 71% A+U 'in exons and introns, respectively. Monocot sequences containh2% and61% 
A+U in exons and introns, respectively. Note compressed y axis on the intron frequency histo- 
gram. A mutual information value of 0.0 indicates that the observed dinucleotide frequency 
exactly equals the dinucleotide frequency expected from the obsemed single-nucleotide frequen- 
cies. Mutual information values greater than zero indicate a greater than expected dinucleotide 
frequency; values less than zero indicate a less than expected dinucleotide frequency. 

Figure 3: Dinucleotide frequency log-likelihood ratios of dicots to monocots for exons and 
introns. Corresponding dinucleotides are indicated below each data bar. Values that are more pos- 
itive indicate higher frequencies in dicots, while values that are more negative indicate higher fre- 
quencies in monocots. Many dinucleotides in the SS and WW dinucleotide groups exhibit large 
asymmetries between exons and introns. 
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ABSTRACT 

A database of 209 Drosophila introns was extracted from Genbank (release number 

64.0) and examined by a number of methods in order to characterize features that might serve 

as signals for messenger-IWA splicing. A tight distribution of sizes was observed: while the 

smallest introns in the database are 51 nucleotides, more than half are less than 80 nucleotides . 
in length, and most of these have lengths in the range of 59-67 nucleotides. Drosophila splice 

sites found in large and small introns differ in only minor ways from each other and from 

those found in vertebrate introns. However, larger introns have greater pyrimidine-richness 

in the region between 11 and 21 nucleotides upstream of 3’ splice sites. The Drosophila 

I 

I branchpoint consensus matrix resembles C T A A T, and differs from the corresponding 

mammalian signal in the absence of G at the third position of these five, that immediately 

preceding the branchpoint. The distribution of Occurrences of this sequence suggests a 

minimum distance between 5’ splice sites and branchpoints of about 38 nucleotides, and a 

minimum distance between 3’ splice sites and branchpoints of 15 nucleotides. The methods we 

have used detect no information in exon sequences other than in the few nucleotides 

immediately adjacent to the splice sites. However, Drosophila resembles many other species in 

that there is a discontinuity in A+T content between exons and introns, which are A+T rich. 

2 
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INTRODUCTION 

The removal of introns from the mRNA precursors of higher organisms is a complex 

process involving many factors (for reviews see Green, 1986; Smith et al., 1989; Guthrie, 

1991). The splicing reaction occurs in two steps and proceeds via a branched or “lariat” 

intermediate in which the 5’ end of the intron is joined, via a 2’,5’ phosphodiester bond, to a a 

site within the intron, usually an A near the 3’ splice site. The information required for 

splicing appears to be limited to sequences adjacent to the three sites involved in the actual 

chemistry of the splicing reaction (the 5’ splice site, the 3’ splice site, and the branch point), 

and a pyrimidine-rich region lying between the 3’ splice site and the branchpoint. Factors 

responsible for the recognition of these sites have been identified. 5’ splice sites in many 

species fit the consensus MAG I GTRAGT (M indicates A or C; R indicates A or G) or some 

closely related variant of it (Mount, 1982; Shapiro and Senapathy, 1986; Jacob and Gallinaro, 

1989; Senapathy et al., 1990). This conserved sequence is recognized by the U1 small 

nuclear ribonucleoprotein particle (Ul snRNp) through basepairing interactions between the 5’ 

end of U1 RNA and consensus nucleotides (Zhuang and Weiner, 1986), and may also be 

recognized by additional factors (Zapp and Berget, 1989; Bruzik and Steitz, 1990; S6raphin 

and Rosbash, 1990; Newman and Norman, 1991). The branchpoint is recognized by the U2 

snRNP (BIack etal  1985) in a manner that also involves basepairing (Nelson and Green, 

1989; Wu and Manley, 1989; Zhuang and Weiner, 1989). In the yeasflaccharomyces 

cerevisiae, the branchpoint sequence UACUAAC is nearly invariant and plays a significant 

role in determining where and whether splicing will occur. While the identical sequence is 

preferred in mammalian splicing (Zhuang, Goldstein and Weiner, 1989), a looser consensus 

3 
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sequence of UNCURAC can be derived for mammalian branchpoints (Nelson and Green, 

1989). The interaction between U2 and the branchpoint requires additional factors, including 

the U1 snRNP (Barabino efal., 1990; Rosbash and Seraphin, 1991), and at least one auxiliary 

factor, U2AF, that binds to the pyrimidine-rich region that lies between the branchpoint and 

the 3’ splice site (Ruskin etal., 1988). As yet, recognition of the short consensus sequence 

found at the 3’ splice site (YAGI G, or simply AG) has not been definitively attributed to any 

factor. 

. 

There is some species specificity in the interpretation of splicing signals. For example, 

many introns from the worm Gzenorhabditis elegans are significantly shorter than vertebrate 

introns, and this species aIso appears to have distinct splice site consensus sequences, 

particularly at the 3’ splice site (Blumenthd and Thomas, 1988). As expected from these 

sequence features, short C. elegans introns are not spliced in nuclear extracts derived from 

human cells (Kay et al., 1987; Ogg et al., 1990). Furthermore, correlations exist between 

intron size and splice site sequences (Fields, 1990). The 5’ splice sites of C. elegans introns 

greater than 75 nucleotides have significantly more information than those of shorter introns, 

primarily due to conservation at intron positions 4,5 and 6. In addition, introns in many 

species, including plants, C. elegans and Drosophila melanogaster, but not mammals or the 

yeast S. cerevisiae, are significantly more A+T rich than flanking exons (Weibauer et al., 

1988; Csank et al., 1990), and the inability of plant introns to splice in mammalian nuclear 

extracts has been attributed to differences in the A/T content between species (Goodall & 

Filipowicz, 1989, 1991). 

Drosophila introns appear to have splice site consensus sequences much like those found 

4 
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in vertebrates (Senapathy et al, 1990) and a recognizable branchpoint consensus (Keller and 

Noon, 1984; Rio, 1988; GUO, Lo and Mount, 1992). In addition, known components of the 

splicing machinery, including U-RNAs (Mount and St'eitz, 1981; Guthrie and Patterson, 1988) 

and snRNP proteins (Mancebo et al., 1990), are highly conserved between Drosophiia and 

humans. However, an earlier study of length distribution of Drosophila introns (Hawkins, 

1988) found many Drosophila introns smaller than the minimum size for splicing in 

mammalian cells (Smith et al., -1989). A cursory survey of Drosophila introns also appeared 

to indicate that a sizeable minority lack strongly pyrimidine-rich stretches adjacent to their 3' 

splice sites (see, for example, Faenthat et al., 1985; Berstein et al., 1986; Eveleth et al., 

1986). In addition, in vitro splicing results in Drosophila Kc cell and human HeLa cell 

nuclear extracts indicate that the sequence requirements of these two Species differ (Siebel and 

No, 1989). In one case (Guo, Lo and Mount, 1992), a short (74 nucleotide) Drosophila 

intron was found to splice well in extracts from Drosophila cell nuclei, but showed no activity 

. 

in extracts from human cells. Conversely, lengthened versions of the Same intron (90 

nucleotides) were observed to splice well in human extracts but were not active substrates for 

the Drosophila system. 

We have undertaken a thorough examination of sequences from Drosophila introns and 

flanking exons using a number of computational methods, including information content 

analysis (Schneider et al., 1986; Fields, 1990), two independent consensus-search methods, 

CONSENSUS (Storm0 and Hartzell, 1989; Hertz et al., 1990) and RTIDE (Galas et al., 

1985; Waterman and Jones, 1990), and simple assessment of the frequencies and distributions 

of subsequences from individual nucleotides to hexanucleotides. Our goal was to further 
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define the relevant consensus sequences and explore the possibility that there are size-dependent 

sequence features. We have confirmed the very sharp length distribution previously reported 

by Hawkins (1988). We have aIso observed that the highest information content is at the 5’ 

and 3’ splice sites, and that these sites differ in only minor ways between large and small 

introns and from vertebrate splice sites. However, large introns do tend to have a greater . 

density of pyrimidines in the region upstream of the 3’ splice site. A putative branchpoint 

consensus, C T A A T, differs from the mammalian signal primarily in the absence of G at 

the position immediately preceding the branchpoint. The distribution of Occurrences of this 

sequence in Drosophila suggests a minimum distance between 5’ splice sites and branchpoints 

of about 38 nucleotides and a minimum distance between 3’ splice sites and branchpoints of 

about 15 nucleotides. 

6 

DATABASE AND METHODS 

Data sets. 

Database entries containing Drosophila nucleotide sequences were taken from the 

invertebrate division of Release 64.0 of GenBank (Burks etal., 1990). This data set was 

manually edited to remove redundant copies of the same gene, tRNA-coding genes, and other 

questionable entries. Subsets of sequence data were automatically extracted from the collection 

of Drosophila entries using the program ExtractGenBank (R. Farber, Los Alamos National 

Laboratory), keying off the annotated IVS regions in the FEATURES table. These subset 

consisted of whole introns, 101 nucleotide-long windows centered on 5’ splice sites, and 101 
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nucleotide-long windows centered on 3' splice sites. This procedure resulted in splice sites 

from introns whose sequences were determined in their entirety. The spans listed with the 

IVS annotation were used to calculate intron lengths. The data set was divided into short and 

long introns. 80 nucleotides was chosen as the cut-off value for this division after examining 

the distribution of lengths shown in Figure 1. This resulted in the data sets listed in Table 1. 

The number of large introns is greater than the number of 5' splice sites or 3' splice sites 

from large introns because of cases of alternative splicing in which the individual splice sites 

may be used to generate more than one intron. 

Methodology. 

Frequency matrices and information content were determined as described in Fields 

(1990). Statistical uncertainties were calculated using the "exact" method described in 

Schneider et al.. 

The identification of conserved sequences,mwith emphasis on definition of the branchpoint 

consensus, was performed with three different approaches. The RTIDE program (Galas et 

aZ., 1985; Waterman and Jones, 1990) takes as input approximately aligned sequences and 

finds the most common "word", allowing for mismatches, within a specified "window" of 

sequence. The word length, window size and amount of allowed mismatch are all user 

specified parameters. The CONSENSUS program (Stormo and Hartzell, 1989; Hertz eta& 

1990) takes as input unaligned sequences and attempts to find an alignment that maximizes the 

information content of the identified sites. The output includes a "specificity matrix" which can 

be used by the program PATSER to find matches to the matrix in any sequence (Stormo, 
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1988,1990). Finally, occurrences of oligonucleotide sequences of various lengths within these 

data sets (or subsets of them), were determined. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Size of introns 

.. We first examined the distribution of sizes among the introns in our sample (Figure 1). 

', As had been noted by Hawkins (1988), the majority of Drosophila introns are relatively small. 

In our data set, the median length is 79 nucleotides, and there is a sharp distribution of sizes 

around a modd length of approximately 63 nucleotides (Figure 1B). This is in marked 

contrast to the situation in mammals, where introns of less than 70 nucleotides are extremely 

rare and do not splice well in vitro (Fu etal., 1988) or in vivo (Wieringa etal., 1984). Our 

data sets were restricted to completely sequenced introns. This restriction introduces a bias 

against larger introns (Figure 1A). Many Drosophila introns larger than 6,000 nucleotides 

have been described, yet none have been completely sequenced. However, this bias should not 

greatly affect the apparent distribution of sizes within the set of small introns (Figure 1B). For 

example, the Occurrence of 32 introns in the range of 61-65 nucleotides but only five introns in 

the range of 76-80 nucleotides cannot be explained by the difficulties associated with 

sequencing or reporting an additional 15 nucleotides. A similar distribution of intron sizes has 

been described for C. elegam, except that the modal size in the worm is approximately 50 

nucleotides (Blumenthal & Thomas, 1988; Fields, 1990). 
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Splice site consensus and information content. 

A frequency matrix was prepared from 5’ splice sites and 3’ splice sites in each of the 

two size classes. These nucleotide frequencies are graphed in a number of ways in Figure 2, 

and values for nucleotides near the splice sites are reported in Table 2. We then applied the 

information content measure of Schneider et al. (1988; Fields, 1990), which reflects the extent - *  

I 

I 

of deviation from random base composition, to the data in the frequency matrices. The 

..resulting distributions are shown in Figure 3. 

A comparison of the nucleotide frequency distribution within 5’ splice sites in Drosophila 

’ with all of those compiled by Senapathy et al. (1990), most of which are from vertebrates, 

shows considerable similarity (Table 2A). In each case the consensus MAGI GTRAGT is 

valid and position 5 is the most highly conserved nucleotide outside of the invariant GT. One 

minor difference between Drosophila and vertebrates is that position 6 is less variable in 

Drosophila (68%”) than it is in the total set (50%”). Short and long Drosophila introns are 

likewise similar. There are two cases in this data setof deviation from the rule that introns 

begin with GT. They are the Gpdh gene intron C, which begins with GC, in the sequence 

context AAGGCAAGT, and mdimemary intron E, which begins CT in GCGCTGAGA. The 

one case of deviation from the rule that introns end with AG isperB intron E, which ends 

CG. The phenomenon of rare nonconsensus sites has been described previously (Senapathy, 

Shapiro and Harris, 1990), but the frequency of exceptions is low in all data sets, and many 

apparent exceptions have proven to be errors in one way or another (Jackson, 1991). In each 

of the cases cited here, the exception was based on cDNA sequence information and the 

authors noted the exception in a refereed journal article. 
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As expected, there is a peak of information content at each splice site, corresponding to 

the traditional splice site consensus sequences, and the total information in both 5’ and 3’ splice 

sites from the large and small data sets are comparable. A large peak of information around 

position 3-40 of the short intron 5’ splice sites probably corresponds to the branchpoint (see 

below). 

Nucleotide frequencies. 

Both large and small introns are characterized by higher A+T content than exons. Base 

composition in the region between -51 to -42 relative to 3’ splice sites and +21 and +30 

relative to 5’ splice sites (areas relatively devoid of information; see Figure 2) is 32 % A, 19 % 

Cy 16% G and 33% T. This intron A+T content of 65% compares with an A+T content of 

48% in the 50 nucleotide window of flanking exonic sequence contained in our database. This 

difference of 17% in A+T content between introns and exons is reminiscent of plant 

(particularly dicot) introns (Hanley and Schuler, 1988), in which high A+T content has been 

shown to be a signal for splice site recognition (Weibauer et al., 1988; Goodall & Filopowicz, 

1989,1991). More recently, Csank et al. (1990) have observed that high A+T content is a 

general property of introns in many species. Ironically, the two most highly studied groups, 

the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae and mammals are among the few exceptions. 

Of particular interest is the pyrimidine-rich region associated with 3’ splice sites, which 

has been shown to play a critical role in branchpoint recognition during mammalian splicing 

(Ruskin and Green, 1985; reviewed in Smith eta& 1989). In our Drosophila data set, it 

appears that the pyrimidine-rich region of vertebrate introns is replaced by a Iarge T-rich 
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region and a much smaller C-rich region. Examination of Figure 2 shows that the region 

between -30 and -10 relative to 3’ splice sites of introns in both size classes is distinctive in 

that the frequency of A and G declines and the frequency of T increases as the 3’ splice site is 

approached. Overall frequency of A+T does not change, but T increases to approximately 

50%. In both large and small introns, the frequency of C is not significantly higher in the -30 , 

to -10 region than it is in the -50 to -30 region,. but C is very common at positions -9,-8 and 

-7. The position With maximal C content is -9 in the case of large introns (41 %) and -7 in the 

case of small introns (44%). Interestingly, this C-rich region is in precisely the location of a 

peak of pyrimidine-richness in yeast introns (Parker and Patterson, 1983, where the 

pyrimidine stretch plays a less significant role than it does in vertebrates (Patterson and 

Guthrie, 1991). However, this small peak of C-richness is not seen in all Drosophila introns, 

and many introns lack C’s in this region. 

The most significant difference we have observed between large and small introns is that 

large introns have greater pyrimidine content near the 3’ splice site (Figure 2D). This is 

particularly true in the -21 to -11 region, where large introns have a 10% higher pyrimidine 

content overall. Thus, only 27/107 (25%) of 3’ splice sites from small introns have a stretch 

of 8 consecutive pyrimidines, while 50198 (51 %) of large introns do. SimilarIy, 55/107 

(51%) of 3’ splice sites from small introns have a stretch of 12 nucleotides with 10 or more 

pyrimidines, while 71/98 (72%) of large introns do. It is interesting to compare this result to 

that obtained by analysis of large and small introns in C. elegam. In each case, large introns 

were observed to carry more information. In the case of worms, that information was in the 

5’ splice site. In the case of flies, that information is in the pyrimidine stretch. 
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A number of Drosophila introns lack strongly pyrimidine-rich regions near the 3’ splice 

site. For example, the second white intron has less than 50% pyrimidines (14/31), and no 

stretch of 12 consecutive nucleotides with more than seven pyrimidines between the 3’ splice 

site and the branchpoint (Guo, Lo and Mount, 1992). However, the generality of this 

observation is hard to assess fiom the database, because shorter stretches, which could pIay . 
the functional role of a pyrimidine stretch, can usually be found (although not in greater 

numbers than would be expected by chance). In our data set, only seven of 204 3’ splice sites 

lack a stretch of 8 nucleotides with 6 or more pyrimidines in the -51 to -3 region. One 

possibility suggested by our data is that other aspects of base composition serve as a 

component of the splicing signal (conceivably, this could be reflected in species differences in 

U2AF specificity). For example, G-poorness contributes more to the information content of 

this region than does pyrimidine-richness, with the percentage of G residues being only 8.3% 

in the region between -5 and -17 (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). 

. .  

Branchpoint consellsus. 

Because splice sites are readily identified by comparing genomic and cDNA sequences, the 

consensus sequences at the spIice sites are easily identified and tabulated (see Table 2). 

However, definitive localization of a branchpoint requires analysis of splicing intermediates, or 

excised introns, which are generally obtained only through in vitro splicing. Only two wild 

type Drosophila introns have been analyzed in this way (see Table 3), and considerable 

experimental work will be required to establish a statistically meaningful data set of confirmed 

branchpoint sequences. However, computational analyses can yield information about the 
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branchpoint consensus. For example, a previous analysis using the consensus search program 

known as Makecons with a data set of 24 introns identified C T A A T as a putative 

Drosophila branchpoint consensus Feller and Noon, 1984). We therefore applied a variety of 

computational methods to the problem of identifying signals within introns or within the 

flanking exons. Unlike the study of Keller and Noon (1984), which used a technique for 

refinement of a given consensus matrix, each of these methods involved an unbiased search for 

a consensus. 

Initially, we analyzed our data set with the RTIDE program (Galas et al., 1985; 

Waterman and Jones; 1990) and the CONSENSUS program (Storno and Hartzell, 1989; 

Hertz et al., 1990). The RTIDE method takes as input approximately aligned sequences and 

reports the most frequent "word' in a window of variable size, allowing for mismatches 

between the words. In addition, the frequency of the most frequent word is an additional 

measure of information content. We examined data sets consisting of sequences 101 

nucleotides long centered on splice sites from large, medium and small introns (see Table 1). 

Word length was varied from 4 to 6, and window size from 8 to 15, allowing 0,l or 2 

mismatches, with consistent results. The distribution of numerical scores that resulted when a 

window of eight nucleotides was used to look for 5 letter words, allowing one mismatch, is 

shown in Figure 4. As expected, these distributions are similar to those resulting from 

information-content calculations (Figure 3). The most frequent "word" at the 5' splice site, 

GTAAG for small (and all) introns and GGTAA for large introns, agrees well with the 

consensus data above, and supports the observation that small introns show slightly more 

conservation in the intron portion of the 9 nucleotide consensus while large introns show 
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slightty more conservation in the exon portion of the consensus. At 3' splice sites, scores are 

lower, and the highest scoring words have the form TNCAG. The intron region adjacent to 

3' splice sites (roughly -10 to -30) shows much higher scores than intron sequences in 

general. Analysis of the words that contribute these high scores is indicative of signals for the 

branchpint and pyrimidine stretch. The highest scoring word for windows centered between a 

-21 and -26 resembles the branchpoint consensus in each case (TAATT, 'ITAAT or CTAAT 

are observed). Windows centered between -8 and -15 have words consisting of entirely 

pyrimidines (TITCT, TCTIT, TCC'IT and CTITC), and TACAG is the highest scoring 

word for each of the four eight-nucleotide windows that include the -5 to -1 region. In the 

region between the pyrimidine and branchpoint regions, words such as TITAT, which can 

become either branchpoint ('ITAAT) or pyrimidine stretch (TITIT) with the variation of 

single nucleotide, score highest. 

I, 

Unlike RTIDE, the program CONSENSUS looks for consensus patterns within 

sequences without regard to any pre-existing alignment. Rather, the matrix with maximal 

information content derived using one contribution from each of the sequences is determined. 

As expected, the 5' splice site data sets yielded a matrix that was essentially identical to the 5' 

splice site consensus. The 3' splice site data sets yielded matrices that were A+T rich, 

pyrimdine rich, resembled the branchpoint, or had some combination of these features. In 

order to look for a branchpoint consensus matrix without interference from other sequence 

elements (such as the pyrimidine stretch or splice site), a modified data set consisting of the 

42-nucleotide region between -51 to -10 was used. The program was run with a window size 

of 8, using an order-independent algorithm, and saving a maximum of lo00 matrices per 
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cycle. The matrix initially derived by the CONSENSUS program was used to rescan the data 

and generate a new alignment. Information content was calcuiated as in Hertz er al. (1990) 

using as an a priori base probability the actual values from the modified data set (A=0.318, . 

C=0.181, G=O.133 and T=0.368). The rescanning procedure was performed six times 

before the alignment became self-generating; the improvement in information content was 

0.0795 bits. This pattern includes one position with very little information, and can be thought 

of as a seven nucleotide math beginning with position 2, roughly corresponding to the 

consensus WCTAATY (see Table 3). Because of its similarity to the branchpoint consensus 

sequence described in other organisms, it is extremely likely that this sequence is the 

Drosophila branchpoint consensus. However, this matrix is derived from the set of best 

matches to itself (throughis a collection 

it is different in a number of ways, most notable among them being the lack of G in the 

position immediately preceding the branchpoint (see Table 3). 

; 

In order to investigate the branchpoint consensus further, the distribution (relative to splice 

sites) of a large number of tetranucleotides was examined. These distributions were generally 

in agreement with the consensus sequence d e t e d e d  as described above. Frequency data for 

CTAA and CTGA are presented in Figure 5. As expected from its similarity to the 

branchpoint consensus, CTAA occurs frequently in the region between -50 and -18 relative to 

3’ splice sites. These distributions match those expected if CTAA were indeed a common 

tetranucleotide at Drosophila branchpoints, with larger introns showing a tendency for 

branchpoints slightly further upstream. The two Occurrences of CTAA at -18 and three at -20 

indicate use of a branchpoint A at -15 in two cases and -17 in three others. This suggests a 
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minimum distance between the branchpoint and 3’ splice site of either 15 or 17 nucleotides, a 

number that is in reasonably good accord with results from mammalian systems, where a 

minimum distance of 18 nucleotides is indicated by the available data (Fu et al, 1988b; Nelson 

and Green, 1989). 

The distribution of CTGA tetranucleotides relative to 3’ splice sites stands in sharp 

contrast to that of CTAA tetranucleotides. In fact, no significant enrichment of CTGA is 

. observed in the branchpoint region. This is consistent with the consensus sequence derived 

above, and indicates a difference between Drosophila and mammals, where G is the 

predominant nucleotide in this position (NeIson and Green, 1989; Table 3). 

The distribution of CTAA relative to 5’ splice sites in small introns can be used as an 

indication of the minimal distance between 5’ splice sites and branchpoints. In this case, there 

are two Occurrences of CTAA at position 35 and seven at position 36, indicating possible use 

of a branchpoint A at position 38 in two cases and at position 39 in seven others. In fact, 

there are 27 occurrences of CTAA that would indicate branchpoint A’s between position 39 

and position 43 in this data set of 107 sequences, clearly indicating a very strong tendency for 

branchpoints to Occur within this narrow range. Further support for this observation is found 

in the peak of information at this position in short introns (see Figure 3). This 5’ splice site to 

branchpoint distance is considerably less than that in mammalian introns. For example, 

manipulation of the 5’ splice site to branchpoint distance of the 66 nucleotide small-t intron (Fu 

and Manley, 1988) indicated that the wild type distance in that case (48 nucleotides) is minimal; 

an intron with a distance of 46 nucleotides showed no splicing, while a distance of 53 

nucleotides showed significantly increased splicing. In a study of the a-tropomyosin gene, 
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Smith and Nadal-Ginard (1989) found a 5’ splice site to branchpoint distance of 51 nucleotides 

too short, but 59 sufficient, for in vitro splicing. In addition, a distance of 49 nucleotides 

between the 5’ splice site and branchpoint was found too short to allow U4-U5-U6 binding to 

an adenovirus E1A pre-mRNA in Vitro (Himmelspach et aZ, 1991). 

Other tetranucleotides from the branchpoint consensus (TAAT, TAAC, AACT and 

AATC) are distributed similarly to CTAA (data not shown). Thus, the distribution of 

branchpoint-related sequences indicates that the smaller size of Drosophila introns is associated 

with a decreased distance between 5’ splice sites and branchpoints rather than a decreased 

distance between branchpoints and 3’ splice sites. 

Mechanistic implications 

Several of the results obtained here make it interesting to speculate that small and large 

introns may differ with respect to the mechanism by which branchpoints are recognized. 

First, our observations on intron size and the distribution of branchpoint-like sequences in 

Drosphila argue that mammals and fruit flies differ considerably with regard to the range of 

acceptable distances between the 5’ splice site and the branchpoint. There is experimental 

support for this conclusion. For example, the second Drosophila white intron (74 nucleotides) 

has a 5’ splice site to branchpoint distance of 43 nucleotides (less than the mammalian 

minimum) and is efficiently spliced in nuclear extracts from Drosophila, but not human, cells 

(Gou, Lo and Mount; 1992). It is likely that this minimum distance reflects the spatial 

requirements for spliceosome assembly in mammals, and indeed, Himmelspach et al. (1991) 

have observed defective spliceosome assembly on experimentally shortened introns. However, 
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because the size of U RNAs (Mount and Steitz, 1981) and snRNP proteins (Paterson er al, 

1991) is comparable in Drosophila and mammals, it seems unlikely to us that the shorter 

minimum distance could be explained by flies simply having smaller snRNPs. Second, it is 

striking that the separation between the 5’ splice site and branchpoint in many short Drosophila 

introns is just over than the minimum distance. These observations indicate that branchpoint . 
recognition in small introns may be facilitated by direct interaction between a factor at the 5’ 

splice site (the U1 snRNP, a larger complex including the U1 snRNP, or some other factor) 

and a factor at the branchpoint (the U2 snRNP, a larger complex including the.U2 snRNP, or 

some other factor). Normally, association between the U2 snRNp and the branchpoint is 

promoted by the binding of U2AF to the pyrimidine stretch. Thus, the reduced pyrimidine 

content of small Drosophila introns relative to large Drosophila introns (which are more like 

mammalian introns in their pyrimidine content) also supports the hypothesis that branchpoints 

in small introns might be recognized by a mechanism involving the 5’ splice site. Such a 

mechanism of branchpoint recognition may be corroborated by the observation that, in yeast, 

the formation of early complexes including U1 snRNp has been observed to depend upon the 

branchpoint (SCraphin and Rosbash, 1991). We (SM, unpublished results) have begun to 

explore these ideas experimentally. 
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FIGURES LEGENDS 

Figure 1. Size distribution of Drosopihla introns. A. All introns with lengths less than 

6,000 nucleotides are included, and the number of examples in each bin of 100 nucleotides is 

plotted. B. The distribution of sizes among introns of less than 250 nucleotides ate plotted 

with a bin size of 3. 

Figure 2. Nucleotide frequencies. A+T, C + T and G content is plotted for the 100 

nucleotide window around each type of splice site (A: 5’ splice sites; B: 3’ splice sites). C: 

The frequency of A+T across 5’ and 3’ splice sites are superimposed to emphasize the 

uniformity of exonic and intronic A+T content. D: The frequency of pyrimidines is separately 

plotted for the intronic region adjacent to 3’ splice sites in large (thin line) and small (thick line) 

introns. 

Figure 3. Information content (Schneider et al., 1986; Fields et al., 1990) at nucleotide 
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positions between -50 and +50 surrounding the 5' splice sites (A and B) and 3' splice sites (C 

and D) of long (A and C) and short (I3 and D) Drosophila melanogaster introns. 

Figure 4. RTIDE.analysis of Drosophila introns. Scores from the program RTIDE (Galas et 

al., 1985; Waterman and Jones, 1990) using 5 nucleotide words in an 8 nucleotide-long 

window are plotted vs. position, and the highest scoring "word" corresponding to each peak is 

indicated. 

Figure 5. Occurrences of selected tetramers relative to splice sites. All Occurrences of the 

indicated tetranucleotide in all introns within the indicated database are plotted relative to the 

splice site. See text. 
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category 

complete introns 

5' splice sites 

small (5 1-80) 
large (81-5392) 

small (51-80) 
large (81-5392) 

107 
102 

107 
99 

3' splice sites small (51-80) 107 
large (81-5392) 98 

-- -e-- -- 
Table 3: Branchpoint sequences 

position a C 
1 87 38 
2 81 0 
3 0 148 
4 50 51 
5 152 36 
6 183 16 
7 33 24 
8 18 77 

g t 
17 65 
43 83 
56 3 
5 101 
19 0 
0 8 
0 150 
40 72 

information 
0.05056 
0.32832 
1.55082 
0.13923 
0.85662 
1.13131 
0.46963 
0.26587 

Figure 6. The "mammalian examples" matrix comes from a published compilation of 
experimentally determined branchpoints (Nelson and Green, 1989). The sequence TACTAAC 
is nearly universal in Saccharomyces cerevisiae and has been shown to be a preferred 
sequence in mammalian systems (Zhuang et al., 1989). 
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5’ splice site sequences: 

Drosophila (all introns) 

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ’ 8  

A 33 34 37 52 9 0 0 60 71 9 11 39 27 

C 24 21 29 15 8 0 0 1 9 2 14 13 21 

G 14 23 15 11 71 100 0 35 9 82 6 19 20 

T 29 22 19 21 12 0 100 4 11 6 68 29 32 

consensus: M A G G T R A G T W  

Total ( a l l  organisms, from Senapathy et al., dominated by mammals) 
- 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1  1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 

A ’ 32 60 9 0 0 59 71 7 16 

C 3 7 1 3  5 0 0 3 9 6 1 6  

G 18 12 79 100 0 35 11 82 18 

T 13 15 7 0 100 3 9 6 50 

consensus: M A G G T R A G T  

Drosophila (short introns) 

- 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1  1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 

A 36 28 33 53 7 0 0 61 69 7 10 36 26 

C 22 21 29 14 7 0 ’ 1  2 11 3 14 14 16 

G 15 29 17 12 74 100 0 34 10 86 5 14 24 

T 27 21 21 21 13 0 99 4 9 4 71 36 34 

consensus: A G G T R A G T W  

Drosophila (long introns) 

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 

A 30 39 41 51 12 

C 26 21 29 16 9 

G 12 17 13 10 69 

T 31 22 16 22 10 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  

0 0 60 72 I1 12 42 27 

1 0  0 8 3 1 5 1 2 2 8  

9 0 36 7 78 8 24 15 

0 100 4 13 8 65 21 29 

consensus: M A G G T R A G T A  

. .  



3' splice site sequences: 

Drosophila ( a l l  int rons)  

-14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 --I 1 2 3 

A 21 21 22 20 19 19 24 19 10 11 28 5 99 0 33 17 18 

C 21 23 16 24 24 37 28 36 28 20 23 68 0 0 15 21 32 

G 8 10 9 9 10 6 11 6 5 4 23 0 0 1 0 0  34 19 25 

T 49 45 53 47 47 39 37 40 57 64 25 27 0 0 18 43 25 

T T T T T Y Y Y T T  

Total  ( a l l  organisms, from Senapathy et al., dominated by mammals) 
-14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

' I  

A 11 11 10 8 11 10 11 11 7 8 25 3 100 0 27 

C 29 33 30 30 32 34 37 38 39 36 26 75 0 0 14 

G 14 12 10 10 9 11 10 9 7 6 26 1 0100 49 

T 46 44 50 52 48 45 42 43 47 51 23 21 0 0 10 

T Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y  C A G G  

Drosophila (short  introns)  

-14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

A 25 28 24 23 16 20 23 19 7 13 23 4 100 0 36 19 21 

C 17 22 11 19 22 32 32 42 32 16 27 64 0 0 16 17 35 

G 5 9 9 1 0  7 7 1 0  6 5 3 1 9  0 0 1 0 0 3 0 1 9 2 3  

T . 53 40 55 48 55 41 35 34 57 68 31 33 0 0 19 46 21 

T T T T T Y Y Y Y T  C A G R T  

Drosophila (long introns)  

-14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

A 16 15 19 15 22 17 26 18 13 8 33 6 99 0 30 14 13 

C 27 24 20 32 27 43 24 29 23 26 19 73 1 0 14 26 30 

G 12 10 9 7 13 4 11 6 6 6 29 0 0100 38 19 28 

T 45 50 51 46 38 36 39 47 57 60 19 20 0 0 18 41 30 

T T T Y Y Y T Y Y T  C & G R T  



R i O  

Guo etal. 
Bernstein * 
Bernstein 
Bernstein 

* 
v 

Mammalian exampIes (Actual numbers, from Nelson and Green, 1989): 

z 

BP 
10 29 

4 1 

13 0 

4 1 

A 3 10 0 
9 20 

7 3 
5 8 

8 

6 
0 

17 

1 2 

15 11 
7 2 

8 16 

C 8 
G 5 
T 15 

Consensus: 
Yeast sequence: 

T 
T 

N 
A 

C-. T 
T 

R -  A ' C  
A -  A C 

Y 
T C 

Examples from Drosophila: 

ftz: 
white: 

Myosin HC exon 19: 
Myosin HC exon 19: 
Myosin HC exon 6: 

A 
T 
T 
A 
T 

G C T 
T T 
T T 

C 
T 

T 
T 
T 

C 
A 
C 
T 
G 

C 
T 
A C T 

C . T  C 

Drosophila branchpoint matrix as determined by CONSENSUS (percentages): 

A 

C 
G 
T 

42 39 0 

18 0 71 

24 73 

25 17 

2 9 

49 0 

88 16 

8 12 

0 0 

4 72 

9 
37 

19 

35 

8 21 

31 40 

27 

1 

Consensus: 
Information: 

W C T A -  A T Y 
0.05 0.33 1.55 0.14 0.85 1.13 0.47 0.27 

* Hedges and Bernstein, unpublished. 
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Automated Prediction of Priming Sites for S'S Sequences 

C A. Fields, B. Rappaport, C A Soderlund, V. Church,* C. E. Hildebrand,* and 
R. IC Moyzis* 
Computing Research Laboratory, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 88003-0001 
*Center for Human Genome Studies, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, 
NM 87545 

An automated system for screening candidate 
STS sequences, and predicting good PCR 
priming sites on such sequences, is being 
developed to support STS mapping projects 
at the LANL Center for Human Genome 
Studies. The software, which is currently 
being developed and tested, performs the 
following functions for each candidate STS 
sequence. 

4. 

1. 

2 

3. 

Sequences and their complements are 
compared with consensus sequences of 
known human repetitive elements, 
using kta Sequences with significant 
matches to a repeat mnsensus are 
rejected for use as s?ss, 

The remaining sequences and their 
complements are compared with all 
sequences in the primate section of 
GenBank. using fasta Sequence 
regions having significant similarity to 
one or more sequences in GenBank 
are marked. 

The unmarked regions of each 
sequence are analyzed for C+G 
c o n t e n t ,  a b i l i t y  t o  f o r m  
secondary-structure hairpins, and com- 

plementarity to each other. Pairs of 
noncomplementary sequences regions 
with similar C+G content and low 
secondary-structure probabiIity are 
identified as potential priming sites. 

AU sequences are scanned for long 
open-reading frames. Any long 
open-reading frames are translated, 
and the predicted amino-acid 
sequences are compared with the 
sequences in the PIR database using 
fasra This procedure provides a useful 
first check for STS sequences that 
overlap coding exons. 

. 

The parameters controlling the sensitivities of 
the database searches, significance of matches, 
C+G content, secondary-structure probability, 
and length of open-reading frames to consider 
significant are set by the user. Three output 
files are generated for each candidate STS 
sequence, which contain: i) a summary of 
matches to sequences in GenBank, and the 
predicted best primer sites, ii) matches 
between translations of long 01% and protein 
sequences in the PIR, if any, and iii) an 
archival log of all operations performed. 

SO3 
Approximate Pattern Matching and Biological Applications 

E L Lawler and W. I. Chang 
Computer Science Division, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94702 

The proposed sequence ragged sires (STS) programming calculate most if not all entries 
genomic map database of the Human Genome of an m by n tabIe, where rn, n are respectively 
Project, as well as several mapping strategies, the lengths a€ the pattern and text sequences. 
require the approximate matching of DNA We have done careful theoretical and 
sequences. Algorithms based on dynamic empirical comparisons of these methods; apart 
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PO5 
Integration of Automated Seqnene Analysis into Mapping and Sequencing Projeds 

C. A. Fields, C. A. Soderlund, and P. Shanmugam 
Computing Research Laboratory, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 88003-0001 

The goals of the gm automated sequence 
analysis project include both the development 
of tools to make sequence analysis faster and 
more informative, and the discovery of new 
features of sequences that can be used to 
facilitate the analysis of large DNAs that may 
contain many genes. During the last year we 
have added a number of functions to gm, 
developed several new interactive analysis 
toob, and used the system to analyze 
sequences, primarily from the nematode C 
elegm, obtained from GenBaxW or from 
collaborators at other laboratories. Some of 
the results of this work are as follows. 

Functions for displaying cDNA data, 
restriction maps, and STSs have been 
added to the gm interface. These 
allow gm to be used for a variety of 
experimental design tasks. gm can also 
now predict structures of genes given 
partial cDNA data (see accompanying 
abstract by Soderlund et al.). 

gm has been used extensively in the 
analysis of the 54 kb unc-22 cosmid 
from C. elegans, which was sequences 
by Guy Benian and colleagues at 
Emory University. This cosmid 
contains at least 5 different genes; two 
of these were predicted by gm 
independently of their experimental 
discovery. Working with this cosmid 
has been very valuable for 
understanding the behavior of 
sequence analysis methods on 
sequences containing multiple genes. 

41 

The gm graphic interface is being 
used for the display and manipulation 
of exon maps in the C elegans 
Community System, a distniuted 
database of genomic information on 
Caenorhabdifis being developed by 
B.Schatz and S. Ward at the 
University of Arizona The interface 
displays exon maps, restriction maps, 
the DNA sequence, and predicted 
protein sequences in a single window; 
it thus provides access to both 
physical and functional information at 
high resolution in the Community 
System. 

A variety of new tools for calculating 
information contents of sets of aligned 
sequences have been developed. These 
are being used to examine the 
information contents of both 
single-base positions and base 
correlations in splice sites of C 
degum and Drosophila. Significant 
differences exist in the information 
contents of introns from short versus 
long introns in both organisms. 

New tools for sensitive base- 
composition anaIysis of sequence 
regions have also been developed. 
These are currently being used to 
better characterize both exon and 
intron sequences in C. elegans and 
humans. 

As additional tools are developed and tested, 
they will be distniuted to the community as 
part of the gm software package. 



of large data sets generated with public funds 
should no longer be acceptable for genome 
grants. Centralized repository databases play 
many important roles for biological 
researchers, yet lack the immediacy of a m  
to "fresh" data that is desired for collaborative 
research and community support. Recent 
advances in networking and databases permit 
a 3rd option: cooperating individual databases 
that function as a larger mdistriiutedg 
database yet maintain complete local 
autonomy. 

Some modern commercial reIationaI databases 
provide true sexver/client access, which opens 
the possibility of allowing collaborators to 
have direct access to each otheis data, under 
complete control of the owner. All details of 
access to remote database(s) can be hidden 
from end users with suitable front-ends. Issues 
of data security are in general handled trivially 
by the database package (by allowing read-only 
access to specified tablesMews to external 
collaborators). Data control issues are more 
complex (e.g., if we collaborate with A and B 
by sending them clonedprobes and put their 
results into our database, if both A and B are 
external users of our database they may not 
want the other to be able to view "theif data 
until they publish.) One suggested solution is 
to place a six-month hold on data before it 
could be seen by non-collaborators. 

Without arguing the merits or ethics of this 
approach, we have decided to demonstrate the 
technical feasibility of multi-collaborator and 
distributed genome databases. Experiments 
were conducted with the help of Debra Nelson 
of LANL that proved the ease of use of 
allowing controlled a c e s  to external 
databases over the Internet. Other experiments 

P 17 
Contig Assembly Program (CA) 

were done at LLNL to verify that the &month 
"data hold" concept was feasible, at the cost of 
adding owner and timestamp fields to any 
tables that might contain "proprietary" data. 

We view this means of data sharing as an 
important tool for communities of 
tightly-coupled collaborating researchers 
willing to work With external databases at a 
fairly low level. We recognize that objections 
may be raised by sites that have databases 
from different vendors, and note that Sybase 
f ron tad  tools are relatively inexpensive for 
genome researchers. In addition, the LLNt 
Glanguage interface liirarywas designed to be 
portable to other relational databases and 
would make it easy to "import" data from a 
collaboratois 'foreign" database, or to do 
crossdatabase pseudo-join queries. 

W e  conclude that multi-collaborator and 
distributed genome databases are technically 
feasible, necessary, and worth the overhead in 
data storage and database administration. 

Given Internet a m  and Sybase f ron tad  
tools any collaborator can easily share our 
data in a tightlyantrolled fashion that does 
not put an undue burden on the collaborator. 
Collaborators who wish to maintain-their own 
Sybase database@) can grant similar privileges 
to us, under their complete control. Work in 
progress with Johns Hopkins will alIow GDB 
to a- our physical mapping data using 
these methods. 

This work was performed under the auspices 
of the U.S. Department of Energy by 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
under Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48. 

C. A Soderlund, P. Shanmugam, and C A Fields 
Computing Research Laboratory, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 88003-0001 

The Contig Assembly program (CA) solves the 
following problem: given multiple clones, each 
of which is made up of multiple fragments, 

determine if there exists one or more combina- 
tions of the fragments, such that the clones 
may be arranged in a contiguous line. CA 
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works by determining overlaps, and is intended 
for use with total digest data. List all possible 
solutions. 

Problems arise due to: 1) matching fragments 
do not always have exactly the same length, 2) 
unique fragments may have the same length, 
and 3) fragments may be missing. Due to these 
problems, CA often cannot find a solution 
even when one exists. To solve this problem, 
CA is used interactively, as follows: 1) CA is 
run with pairs of clones until a good overlap is 
found. 2) A new clone can be displayed to see 

the relation of its fragments to the existing 
contig. 3) If the new clone overlaps the 
existing clone, but has one of the problems 
stated above, the clone can be edited to 
correct the problem and then added to the 
contig. 

Our current work concentrates on: 1) finding 
the "best" solution regardless of errors, 2) 
using S'IS data to resolve inconsistencies, and 
3) allowing weights to influence what partial 
solutions are pursued. 

' P18 
New Features in gm, Version 20 

C A. Soderlund, P. Shanmugam, and C A. Fields 
Computing Research Laboratory, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 88003-0001 

' 8  

Version 1.0 of the gm automated sequence 
analysis system was released in January, 1990, 
and has now been installed at several dozen 
laboratories worldwide. The &m system 
predicts the exon-intron organization of genes 
from genomic DNA sequence data, and 
displays the resulting exon maps and predicted 
amino-acid sequences via a graphic user 
interface (Fields and Soderlund, CABIOS 6 
(1990) 263-270). It is designed to support 
incremental, exploratory analysis of new 
sequences as they are obtained, and is 
intended for use as a laboratory tooL W e  have 
spent the last year testing gm with sequences 
of known genes, using gm to analyze new 
sequences obtained by collaborators, and 
designing and implementing new functions. 
The new release, gm version 20, includes the 
following new features. 

0 Partial 3'-end cDNA data can be 
used to initiate the exon maps. This 
allows maps consistent with a partial 
cDNA to be examined either alone, or 
together with all other possible maps. 
By predicting only exons that 
consistently extend a known cDNA, 
gm can be used to efficiently design 
PCR primers for amplification of 
sequences from a total cDNA library. 
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0 Predicted exon maps are now ranked 
in order of increasing protein-coding 
capacity. The user can choose to view 
only t h e  h i g h e s t - r a n k e d  
nonoverlapping maps, each of which 
has the maximal coding capacity for 
the region that it spans. This 
procedure generates the maps most 
likely to produce hits in protein 
database searches, while greatly 
decreasing the total number of maps 
that the user must examine. 

0 F u n c t i o n s  f o r  d i s p l a y i n g  
microrestriction maps, STS locations, 
cDNAs, and repetitive DNA elements 
at the same scale as the predicted 
exon maps have been added to the 
graphic interface. This allows 
predicted genes to be quickly aligned 
with physical maps, and faditates the 
selection of restriction fragments to 
be used in probes of Northern blots. 

0 The graphic interface supports 
multiple system runs with different 
parameter settings. This facilitates use 
of gm as an exploratory analysis tool. 
It also allows gm to serve as an 
interface for displaying exon maps of 



SOFTWARE FOR THE c. ELEGANS GENOME PROJECT 
R. Durbin', S. Dear', T. Gleesonl, P. Green3, L. Hillie?, C. Lee', R. 
Staden' and J. Thierry-Mieg2 'MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology, 
Cambridge, U.K.; 2CRBM du CNRS, MontpeUier, name; 3Department of 
Genetics, Washington University School of Medecine, St  Louis, MO. 

One of the aims of the C. etegnns sequencing project is t o  develop an 
integrated computer package to organize and automate the collection and 
analysis of data. We have been working on two main programs, one for 
sequence assembly from fluorescent sequencing machine data, and the sec- 
ond a database for storing and forming links between all sorts of genomic 
data. All the software runs on UNIX workstations (in our case SUN Sparc- 
stations) using the X11 windows system. 

The sequence assembly program, dap, has been developed from b d g e r  
Staden's sap program. Sap has already been used for numerous large scale 
sequencing projects, including one of 150kb done as a single shotgun (A. 
Davison, personal communication). In addition to handling conventional 
radioactive sequence readings, dap can manage raw trace and sequence 
data from both An1 373A and Pharmacia ALF fluorescent sequencing ma- 
chines. It autoiliatically asseiiibles readings and all editing is performed 
using a new mouse operated contig editor that displays aligned sequences 
and their traces together on the screen. b a p  also provides numerous tools 
for assessment of progress and further developments are underway. We 
have assembled one 45kb cosmid, are part way through several more, and 
are finding that the improvements embodied in dap are a major advance 
for rosinid scale sequencing. Smaller stand alone programs exist for oligo 
selection (osp) and for display and editing of the raw sequence together 
wi th  its traces (ted). Osp can also suggest PCR primers. 

The database program (acedb) is a flexible mouse driven system that 
handles the sequence data, genetic and physical maps, the C. elegans bibli- 
ography, and strain and raw genetic data (gene and allele lists and mapping 
data). Objects are stored in an extendable structure, so that arbitrarily 
large amounts of information can be stored in them, including annotations 
(bot ti structured with keywords, and unstructured with arbitrary com- 
nients), and cross-references to other objects, There is a general search 
facility, and displays can be output in Postscript for laserprinting, or plain 
text fnr transfer to other programs. We are currently working to integrate 
functions that perform genetic map and sequence calculations. The like- 
lihood based map calculations,will allow a user t o  either assemble a map 
automatically or work on it interactively. 
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The gm systUn pcdicta tho exon-inm orgpntruiolrp of genu from genomic 
DNA se~uencc data, and displays tho resulting wuy) maps and prtdicfcd amitwacid 

they arcobtained, and is inteadcd for use as a lnbocarory tml. gm has been M- 
buted to several dozen USCT siw, which have pmvided feadback on h e  utility of thc 
systun for analyzing DNA from a n u m b  of organisms, We have spent Ihe lau year 
testing gm, V&M 1 oa sequences of lcMwn genes from C. ckgm, wing gm ta 
amlyze new s q m  obtaintd by cdlaborators, and designing and implementing 
new functim (see absmcr by sodulund, et ale). We pn currently evaluating h e  per- 
f0- d t h ~  MW ~ U M C ,  p versim 2.0, using p h a d y  n~natode and htman 
DNA stqucncts. 

(G. Benian c( d.. N ~ I W C  342 (1989) 
45-50) WaO used for Bn idlid b U g C - S d C  W Of glp V. 1. ThC loCa~onS Of . % V d  

v h  8 graphic ustt hlcrface (Fiilds pnd sodulund. CABIOS 6 (1990) 263- 
270). It is cbigned lo s q p t  ~JKWWM, CxpbFntory paalysis of new sequences as 

Thc 54 kb W-22 co~mid of C. 

new wrc-22 exw, and of four adclilional g m ,  WQC pcbdicltd wing gm. The 

been independurlly confkmed by G. Benian and c o l l w  at Emory University by 
cDNA sequencing; the exislu\cc of an apditional predicfcd gene har been confirmed 
by D. Baillie and colleaguca at Simon Fraser. 

gm has also provcn uscful for cornparalive sequence analysis, by allowing sets 
of sequur~es to bc analyztd with Ute same procedun and stringencies. The number ol 
predicted exon maps gtnerattd by gm at a fixed analysis stringency provides a m a -  
ure of Ihe complexity of li sequenx. At least in C. cleganr, sequences containing 
regulatory gener me mom complex by this mcaw~~ than sequences coolaining sm- 
tlaal ptcins; hence nsulatory genes arc subslanlially harder to predict accuriuely 
from scquencc data Intron lengths and base c o r n p i t h  also diffcr significantly 
bctwecn ngulatmy genes and sbucaual protein gem in C. c f e g w .  The resullp of 
these analyses have baen uscd in h e  design of improved compositional analysis func- 
tions hat arc krcarpoFartd in gm version 2. 

Tho gm vusiOn 2.0 graphic interface is being used for the display and nianipu- 
lalion d exon maps in the C. rlcgans Community System, a distributed dalabasc of . 
genomic information M Caenorhabdicis devcbped by B. SchaIz and colleagues at the 
University of Arizona ThC inlafacc displays known exon maps, nstriclion maps, the 
DNA scquurce, and prtaicted protein squences in a single window; it thus pavidcs 
access to both physical and functional information nt high resolution in the Commun- 
ity System. We wrpcct that Ihe inrufnct will bc also useful for Ihe display of archival 
exon map Informalion la olhet genomic informalion systuns. 

existurce af S t v d  of the pndicled urn, and two of Ihe four pndickd genes has 
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AUrOMATED PREDICTION OF PRTMING SITES FOR STS SEQUENCES 
B. Rappaporl, C. A. Soderlund. and C. A. Fields, Computing Research Laboratory. 
New Mesico Stare UNvaSity. IAS &KX-S, NM 88003.0001, USA. 

An automated syswn for smxning candidate STS sequences, and predicting 
good FCR priming sites on such sequencca has been developed. The sofhvare per- 
forms h e  following functions for tpch candidate STS scquurcc. 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

WuUreS and l h t K  C O m p ~ t S  On Campved with COtW4WS SequenccS Of 
known human repesitive elements, using Uasta. lfasta return3 all significant 
matches of a query sequence to a heace it will identify multiplt frag- 
meats of repenrs such as Alu ia a candidate STS. Sequences with si@cant 
matches (0 a repear c o r n u 3  are rejected for use BS STSS. 
The remaining sequeaces and their complements are compared with all 
sequences in the prim& section of GenBank using fasta. !kquence regions 
having significant similarity to ont or m o n  sequences in GenBank are identitied 
using a sliding-window averaging procedurt with adjustable window width and 
similarity score cutoff. This proctdure yields a s d  similarity histogram 
far the STS sequence. 
The regions of tach sequence that are not s'hilar u, any known scquenccs at Lhe 
levels set in step 2 m analyzed for length:separation, C+G content, dinucleo- 
lide conlent, ability to form secondary-structure hairpins, and complementarity 
LO each other. Pairs of noncomplemenlary sequences regions with similar com- 
position and low secondary-structure probability m identified as potential prim- 
ing sim. 
All sequences are scanned for long o p e n - d n g  frames. Any long open- 
reading frames are transbed, and the predicted amino-acid sequences are com- 
p a d  with the sequences in the PIR database using rash. This procedure pro- 
vides a useful tirst check for STS sequences Lhat overlap coding exons. 

The parameters conuolling the sensitivities of the database searches, significance of 
macches, compositional analysis, secondary-seuctlm probability, and length of open- 
reading 6ama lo consider significant are set by Ute w. Thfee output files are gen- 
eraled for each candidate STS sequence, which conlain: i) the summary histogram 
showing similarity to sequences in GenBank, and the predicted best prima sites, 2) 
matches between translations of long crfs and protein sequences in the PIR, if any, 
and iii) an archival log of all operations performed. 

Sequenct data from random genomic clones generattd for physical mapping of 
Chromosomes $7, and 16 (Center fot Human Genome Studies, b s  Alamos National 
Labomtary) are being used to test the software, and develop additional heuristics for 
use at step 3. Virtually all  sequence^ tested that do not contain repdtivo eltmcnts 
nonetheless contain 2f%nucleotidc or largu regions that match s e q u e n ~ ~ ~  in GenBank 
at d.: 90% oc gnatu level, confkmlng (he utility of GenBank scans in primu p d c -  
tion. One sequence has thus far been identified as probably coding for a previously 
uncharaclerizcd human gene. 
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AN STS-RAPD AND RFLP MAP IN Arabidopsis thaliana USING 
RECOMBINANT INBREDS. 
Robert Reiter, Kenneth Feldmann, Andrew Paterson, Antoni 
Rafalski, Scott Tingey, John Williams and Pablo A. 
Scolnik. Du Pont Central Research and Development, 
Wilmington, DE 19880-0402. 

Due tg its small genome size and rapid generation time 
Arabidopsis thaliana can be used as a model system to 
clone plant genes by genetic approaches. 
this work we are constructing a high resolution 
recombination map. 
been constructed (1,2). 
on F2 populations, which cannot be propagated 
indefinitely. Recombinant inbreds (RI) lines are 
generated by crossing two highly inbred progenitors and 
maintaining the progeny of the F2 under a strict 
inbreeding regime. As the number of generations 
increases, RI lines approach full homozygosity. 
RI lines constitute a permanent collection. We 
developed an Arabidopsis RI collection by inbreeding the 
progeny of a WlOO X WS (Wassilewskija) cross. WlOO is a 
marker line containing nine phenotypic markers ( 3 ) .  A 
total of 175 lines have been inbred to F8. 
mapping three classes of probes into this population: i. 
Random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD, ref. 4); ii. 
RFLPs (1,2), and iii. known Arabidopsis genes. dRAPD 
reactions with 10-mers yield an average of 5 bands, of 
which about 20% are polymorphic. 
mapped 200 RAPD markers. Including RFLPs the map will 
contain in excess of 300 markers. 

To facilitate 

Two RFLP maps of Arabidopsis have 
However, these maps are based 

Thus, 

We are 

To date, we have 

1. Chang et al. (1988) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 
85:6856-6860. 

2. Nam, H-G (1989) The Plant Cell 1:699-705 
3. Koornneef et al. (1987) A . I . S .  23:46-50. 
4. Williams et al. (1990) Nuc. Acid. Res. 18:6531-6535. 
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IDENTlFYING AND MAPPING GENES ON HUMAN CHROMOSOME 3 
11.1 Smithl, W. Golembieskil, V. Shridharl, O.J. Miller1. 
W. Liul, S. Smith1, K. Merchant1, F. Recchial, A. Kamatl, 
and H .  Drabkin2. lMolecular Biology and Genetics, Wayne 
State University, Detroit, MI; ZUniversity of Colorado 
IIcolth Sciences Center, Denver, CO 

Our laboratory is focusing its efforts on the isolat- 
ion of chromosome 3-specific genes. Our ul-timate goal is 
the cloning of the genes responsible for small cell lung 
and renal cell carcinoma and Von Hippel Lindau (VHL) 
disease. In addition to physical mapping studies which 
should enalbe us to narrow the regions that must contain 
these genes we have also concentrated on identifying large 
iuimbers of genes from the larger regions known t o  contain 
these disease loci. We have isolated over 6,500 chromosome 
3-specific recombinants, representing 210,000 Kb of chrom- 
osome 3 DNA, prepared DNA from each clone and made filters 
containing these clones fro rapid screening and cosmid 
walking. We isolated unique sequence probes from 616 of the 
recoinbiiinnts and tlieii localized tlieiii by hybridization to a 
somatic cell hybrid deletion mapping panel. We isolated a 
total of 25 clones from human chromosomal band 3p21.1 
(thought to contain the renal cell carcinoma tumor sup- 
pressor) and over 100 recombinants from 3p25 (containing 
the VHL gene). We performed cosmid walking within 3~21.1 
t o  isolate several contigs of overlapping cosmids. We 
isolated overlapping cosmids to link aminoacylase-1 to D3S2 
(a region of over 150 Kb). There are 6 HTF islands and at 
least 3-4 genes within this region. Chromosome walking from 
several other recombinants within 3p21.1 reveals that this 
region contains large numbers of HTF islands and a very high 
density of genes. Similar findings were also observed with 
clones from 3p25. DNA sequences from human chromosomal 
bands 3~21.1 and 3p25 are well represented in our resource 
of isolated chromosome 3-specific recombinants. We local- 
ized sufficient recombinants to these bands to isolate all 
the DNA sequences contained within them in overlapping 
YAC clones. All the genes isolated from within these bands 
will then be tested individually as candidate genes for 
renal and small cell lung carcinoma or VHL disease. 

0 

0 

0 

Version 1.0 of the gm auIDmBt#l squenct analysis system (Fiilds and S a -  

inslallcd at several dazen labmoms ' worldwide. The new release, gm version 2.0. 
includes thc folbwing new functions. 

lmd, CABIOS 6 (1990) 263-270) W ~ S  d& in J a ~ ~ ~ a r y ,  1990, and has l l ~ w  beur 

Partial 3 ' 4  cDNA data can be used to initiate fmnsmam - of exM maps. 
This allows maps Consistent wilh a partial cDNA to be examined eilha alone. 
or together with all olha possible maps. By predicting only exons that con- 
h t l y  extend a known cDNA, gm can be used to efficiently design PCR pri- 
mas far amplification of sequences fmm a total cDNA library. 
Repetitive elements arc required to be conlained in either inmns or intugenic 
regions. W a s h  or a similar similarity searching pogram can be used to generate 
a file of thc positions of q a i t i v c  elunen~~. This file can be used as input into 
gm to screen far introns and intergenic rtgions. 
Two- and three-dimensional Miukov matrix analyses are used to measure single, 
di- and oi-nucleotide compositions of invonr and exons. The tests applied to 
theso matrix elunenl~ to W r y  e x m  and introns can bc varied for use with 
sequences from different organisms. 
predicted exon maps ace now nuked in order of increasing proteincoding cnpa- 
city. The user can c h o w  to view only the highest-ranked nonovexlapping 
maps, each of which has UIC maximal coding capacity far the region it 
spans. This procedum generates UIC maps most likely to produce hits in protein 
database m h e s ,  while gready decreasing h e  total numbex of maps he user 
must examine. 
Functions for displaying microrestriction maps, STS locations, cDNAs, and 
repetitive DNA elements at the same scale as h e  predicted exon maps have 
been added to tht graphic interface. This allows predicted genes to be quickly 
aligned with physical maps, and facilitates the seleclion of restriction fragments 
to be used in p o b e s  of Northern blots. 
The graphic intex!h supports multiple system runs wilh different parameter 
settings. This facilitates us0 of gm as an exploratory annlysis tool. It dso 
allows gm to serve as an interface for displaying exon maps of known gcncs 
together with cDNA and physical mapping data. The interactive menu tool can 
also be accessed directly from h e  graphic interface. menu now includes a 
function lhat builds exon maps from known exon coordintues. 

Our current effort is focussed on developing functions to allow use of arbitrary cDNA 
data to inidare exon map construction, and on developing and testing methods fat 
dealing with sequencing e m ,  
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RSE-TUh’lh’G gm, V. 2.0 FOR WORM SEQUENCE ANALYSIS. C. A. Scder- 
lund, P. Shanmugam. 0. White. and C. A. Fields, Computing Research hbontory, 
qcw hlcxico S u e  University. Las Cruces. Nhf 88003M)ol. USA. 

As more worm genes are sequenced. considerable variability in the characteris- 
ICS of both exons and introns at the DNA levcl is h o m i n g  apparent. Features of 
titerest include: 
. Length. Lengths of both exons and introns mnge from a few tens of b a w  to 

around 10 Irb. Shon exons are very common. While the peak of the intron size 
disuibution is still at 50-52 nuclcotides. introns with lengths greater than 1 kb 
arc now fairly common. 
Bur  composition. Exons are richer in C and G than introns. but h e  average 
difftrcnce in coinposition betwccn cxons and inuons is decreasing as more 
scquenccs becoine available. Long inuons often have islands of relatively high 
CtG sontent. The dinucleotides AA and IT are, however, much more common 
than CC or GG in inuons. 
Cdon usage. Codon prcferenccs diffcr significantly between gene families. 
There is 3 gencral uend toward lcss asynrmclrical codon prcfercnces in weakly. 
eapressed gcnc families: however, there are also suong codon preference reser- 
u l s  in sonic eenc families. e.g. glp-l - lin-12. 
Siics. 5’ splice-site scqucnces differ significantly between long and shon 
inuons. This variation, first observed in C. clegans, has now bccn noted in 
Drorophiln and plan&, and may be ubiquitous. 3’ splice site sequences appear 
not to vary viith inuon lenglh. 
Complexity. Regulatory genes appcar to contain larger numbers of potential 
splice sites, and IO have less-asymmetric base compositions bctween exons and 
inuons, than highly-cApressed smctural-protein g e m .  The efficicncy of 
ccrrect splice& selection may be affecied by Lhcse features. 

he variability in these fcaturcs significantly increases the difficulty of gcnc 
ltntification by scqucnce analysis. We have used C. elcgans sequcnccs extcnsivcly 
if  testing our g m  auiomatcd DNA scqucnce analysis software. A numbcr of ncw 
inciiuns h v c  bccii incorporilicd into gm v. 2.0 to provide grcatcr accuracy of prcdic- 
dns in the face of compositional and site variations bctwccn gcnes. Thcsc includc 
iorc accurate site-idcntification mcthods that combinc consensus matrix and composi. 
onal niethods and flexiblc multinucleoddc cornpositional mcasuns. Functions have 
;so bccn a d d d  h a t  allow automated usc of partial cDNA data for gcnomic sequence 
mlysis. The performance of gm v. 2.0 is currently bcing evaluated on a large sct of 
orin gcncs. 

Expression of fern-1. 
A. M. Spence. Dept. of Medical Genetics, University of Toronto, Canada. 

Loss-of-function mutations in the /em-f gene transform animals of 
both chromosomal sexes into fertile females, indicating that fern-f 
function is essential for male development in both soma and germline(l) . 
The DNA sequence of thc genc predicls that its product is an inlracellular 
protein containing six tandcmly arranged 33 amino acid cdclOlSWI6 
motifs near its N-terminusa) . Northern analysis shows that the 2.4 kb 
fern-1 mRNA is expressed throughout hermaphrodite development at 
approximately constant levels. Althoughfem-I acls in hermaphrodites 
only to influence the sexual fate of the germline, its mRNA is present in 
mutant hermaphrodites lacking a germline [glp-l(e2/44) or SS 104(bn2)] 
suggesting that in contrast tofent-3O) , the gene is expressed in 
hermaphrodite somatic tissues. Reduced levels of fern-f transcflpls in 
animals lacking germ cells suggest that the germ line is however a major 
site of fern-I expression. In adult males, a sub-population of transcripts 
slightly larger than those scen in hermaphrodites is evident. Whether the 
change in size is due to regulation of polyadcnylation as has recently been 
observed injen1-3(d mutan&()) is under invesligation. 

(1) Doniach, T. and J. Hodgkin. (1984). Dev. Biol. 106: 223. 
(2) Spence. A.M., A. Caulson, and J. Hodgkin. (1990). Cell 60: 981. 
(3) Roscnquist, T. and J: Kimble. (1988). Gcnes and Dev. 2: 606. 
(4) Ahringer, J. and J. Kimble. (1991). Nature 349: 346. 
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THE EXPRESSED SEQUENCE TAG DATABASE: A RESOURCE FOR GENOMICS AND 
DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY. C. A. Fields, M. D. Adams. M. Dubnick, A. R. Kerlavape, and 1. C. 
Venter. - Section of Receptor Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, National Institute of NeurologicaI 
Disorders and Stroke, NIH, Bethesda, MD 20892 USA. 

The cDNA sequencing and mapping projects are expected to generate well over 10,000 sequences, 
and several thousand map positions, of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) per year for the next several 
years. ESTs from humans, Drosophila, and Caenorhabditis are already being obtained. ESTs 
correspond to clones that can be used directly as probes for gene activity; physically mapped ESTs thus 
allow gene expression data to be attached directly to positions on physical maps. 

We are developing a database of EST sequences, map positions, and expression data, together with a 
number of tools for automatically comparing EST sequences with various databases and picking PCR 
primers for mapping or follow-up sequencing. The database is being implemented in SYBASE, with 
most of the processing tools implemented as Unix scripts for existing programs. This strategy avows 
a working system to be assembled relatively quickly, both for immediate use and to serve as an 

i 

COORDINATING AND OPTIMIZNG cDNA MAPPING AND SEQUENCING EFFORTS 
Charles R. Cantor, University of California, Berkeley, CA 

It is now quite widely accepted that mapping and sequencing most detectable human 
cDNAs is an attractive and important activity within the scope of the Human Genome 
Project. HUGO, the international Human Genome Organization, is attempting to coordinate 
various national efforts in human cDNA characterization. At a minimum, HUGO can serve 
as a clearing house to keep track of numerous cDNA actitivies and as a forum for communi- 
cation among interested participants. A number of technical issues involved in human 
cDNA mapping and sequencing need to be resolved before the most efficient strategies for 
these activities become apparent. These mostly concern how to optimize the rate of obtaining 
information in any large scale mapping effort. Some of the issues involved wilI be illus- 
trated. After the cDNA cream has been skimmed from the genome will it still be worthwhile 
to sequence the remainder? It is debatable, but there are strong arguments in favor of it. 
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GENE IDENTIFICATION USING gm 
Carol Soderlund, Pari Shanmugan, Owen White and Chris Fields, Computing Research Lab- 
oratory, New Mexico State University 

In our pursuit to make gm v2.0 work for a l l  organisms, we studied C. elegans, 
Drosophila, humans, monocots, and dicots. 
other studies which show that vertebrate and invertebrate exons may be characterized 
by 6-mers; however, the distribution of information among 6-mers differs between 
different organisms. (2) The false-positive and false-negative rates for identifying 
splice sites can be minimized in invertebrates by evaluating the nucleotides on both 
sides of a potential splice site. 
in gm v2.0, along with the following additional functions: 
a CDNA t o  generate a complete exon map, and (2) the use of repeat sequences to d i s -  
qualify potential exons. 

specific organism. 
tables for exons and introns for the five organisms previously stated. 
Elexibility, composition tables can be built based on some other criteria than 
xganism-specific; for instance, composition tables may be built for a functional clas 
of genes, this would result in gm evaluating exons and introns based on functionality 
instead of organism. Additionally, gm v2.0 has been designed so that the composition 
tests for exons, introns, and functional sites may easily be changed. The initial 
results of evaluating worn and human cosmid sequences with gm v2.0 will be Presented. 

In summary: (1) Our results have supported 

These two evaluation schemes have been implemented 
(1) the ability to extend 

gm V2.0 can be used for different organisms by using the composition table for the 
With the release of the software, we will supply the composition 

For greater 

i 

A R T I F I ~ Y ~ G ~ T o o L s F o R G E N E ~ ~ O N A N D A s s E M B L Y  FROMDNA 
SEQUENCE DATA E. Uberbacher'.23, R. Einstein*, X Guan2, R. Mann2, and R. Mural? Biology' and 
Engineering Physics and Mathematics* Divisions, Oak Ridge National Laboratory and UT-ORGSBMS3, Oak 
Ridge, TN 37831. 

We are building a hybrid neural network and rule-based inference system to examine and characterize 
regions of anonymous DNA sequence based on a new approach to feature identification using a multiple 
sensor-neuraI network formalism. As an example, we present a module which correctly recognizes 92% of 
the coding exons of 100 or more bases with very little noise. This, along with additional such modules to 
recognize splice junctions and other features, represents powerful tools which can be used in a stand-alone 
manner and in the integrated system. These took have recently been combined with a rule-based interpreter 
and user interface to allow analysis of DNA sequence Over the Internet (Gene Recognition and Analysis 
Internet Linlr; GUIL). Users E-mail DNA sequences to the system and have the analysis returned 
automatically by E-mail. The current analysis includes potential exon positions, with strand assignment and 
preferred reading kame determination, and parallel database comparison. The integrated system we are 
constructing uses the blackboard CLIPS rule-based expert system shell to automatically integrate recognized 
Features into hypothetical gene models.. This system consists of a series of hierarchically arranged "blackboard 
panels" on which connection of potential features and construction of gene kagments is accomplished by a 
set of Iogically independent knowledge modules. A tentative coding mesage will be automatically compared 
to sequence databases using highly parallel methods. (This research was sponsored by the Office of Health 
and Environmental Research, U. S. Department of Energy, under contract DE-AC05-84OR21400 with the 
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc) 
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tNFORMATICS SUPPORT FOR LARGE-SCALE SEQUENCING 
Chris Fields, Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, NIH 
Bethesda, MD 20892 

The principal goals of the current phase of the 
Human Genome Project are map construction and gene 
identification. Two types of large-scale DNA . 
sequencing . efforts are currently contributing to 
realizing these goals: expressed-sequence tag (EST) 
and sequence-tagged site (STS) sequencing to obtain 
large numbers of short unique sequences for mapping, 
and in the case of ESTs, identifying genes by sequence 
similarity, and cosmid contig sequencing, largely in 
support of positional cloning efforts. Both types of 
sequencing project rely heavily on automated 
sequence analysis. Six human cosmids and over 3000 
human ESTs have now been sequenced in this 
laboratory. These projects provide a testbed for 
evaluating available analysis methods, and for 
developing custom software to automate sequence 
data analysis and database maintenance. 

Chris Fields Name 

~ t i ~ t i o n / A d d r e s s  Institute of Neurolovical Disorders & Stroke 

NIH, Bethesda, MD. 20892 

Phone (301 1 496-8800 FAX (301 480-8588 
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gm v2.0 alpha 
11/5/91 

Copyright (c) Computing Research Laboratoy, New Mexico State 
University, Las Cruces, NM 88003-0001, USA. 

Description: 
gmtakes as input a file of parameters, and outputs a set of candidate 
exon maps. The gm program may be run on a text terminal. 
program runs under X-windows: it runs gm and displays the output 
graphically. 

The gmwin 

The menu program provides a set of auxiliary routines. 

Authors : 
Cari Soderlund: grn and menu software 
Pari Shanmugan: gmwin software 
Ted Slater : Help files 
Owen White, Cari Soderlund, and Chris Fields: compositional matrices 
Chris Fields and Cari Soderlund: functional specification 
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explgratory analysis of DNA sequence data", Proceedings of the Hawii 
International Conference on System Sciences, Biotechnology Computing 
Minitrack, January 7-10, 1992. 
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Contents : 
I. Install 
11. Demo 
111. Files 
IV. Getting Started 
V. 
VI. Adjusting parameters 
VII. Bugs 
VIII. On-line documentation 

Tuning gm for a different organism 

Please send all bug reports or suggestions to cari@nmsu.edu. 

I. INSTALL ---------- 
Execute 

ftp haywire.nmsu.edu (userid is "anonymous") 
> binary 
> cd gm 
> get gm2.tar.Z 
> quit 
uncompress gm2.tar.Z 
tar xvf @.tar 

The following directories will be built: 
gm/bin 
gm/demo 
gm/files 
gm/help 
gm/et-s rc 
gm/gm-src 
gm/X-src 

mailto:cari@nmsu.edu
http://haywire.nmsu.edu
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Execute 
cd gm 
sh install 

The executable3 gm, gmwin, and menu will be built and 
moved into the directory -/bin. 

1. It is assumed that gm is built under /usr. If it is placed elsewhere, 
please change "/usr" to the appropriate directory in (1) this README 
file and (2) gm/Help/Help.get-start. 

2. If it is desirable to'place the binaries in a directory other than 
gm/bin, it is necessary to redirect where gm will find the Help files. 
The include file gm/gm-src/Cons.h has it defined as: 

change this appropriately. 
#define HelpDir "../Help/" 

3. The default organism is human: (a) The defaults in the menu program 
are set up for humans, and (b) the discussion below assume that the 
organism of interest is humans. If the organism of interest is 
C.elegans, monocots, dicots, or Drosophilia, make the following 
changes : 

a. cd gm-src 
mv Defs.h Defs.hum 
mv {Defs.worm, Defs.mono, Defs.dicot, or Defs.fly1 Defs.h 
cd .. 
sh install 

b. cd Help 
edit Help.get-start 
find - setenv GMSEARCHPATH /usr/gm/files/human 
change human to {worm, mono, dicot, or fly) 
Note: a user may have all five directories in their search path. 

This only initializes the defaults; a user may run gm on any organism, 
as long as the input parameters specify the matrices for that organism. 

11. DEMO 

Assume that gm has been installed under the /usr directory. 

Edit your .cshrc file, and enter the following lines: 
setenv GMSEARCHPATH /usr/gm/files/human: /usr/gm/files/worm: /usr/gm/files/re 
set path = ($path /usr/gm/bin) 

Execute 
source .cshrc 

If running in X-windows, you must have the following line in your .Xdefaults. 
*font: 6x13 

1. If you have permission to run in /usr/gm/demo, cd to this directory; 
otherwise, copy the files from /usr/gm/demo to your directory; i.e. 
type **cp /usr/gm/demo/* . " (the . * I  indicates your current directory) . 

2. If running under X-windows: type "gmwin". 
The gmwin graphics will appear. 

A. Enter **deb-l.in" in the Input File slot. 
This runs the gm algorithm. 

Click on **deb-l-l*' in the right-hand box. 
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An exon map will appear. 

This displays the cDNA across the top. 

This displays the restriction map across the top. 

This displays the STS's across the top. 

Enter "deb-l.cdna" in the cDNA File slot. 

Enter "EcoRI" in the Enzyme File slot. 

Enter "deb-l.sts" in STS File slot. 

Click on the "Window 1" button. Click on "emap-2". 
You should see 2 exon maps; you may view up to 4 exon maps 
at a time. 

The entities will be highlighted in the dna sequence 
and its position and scores will be display in the window on 
the right. To highlight the amino acid sequence of an exon, 
click on the exon and toggle the "Sequence" button. 

Click on any of the entities in the upper window. 

B. Enter "humadag.emap" in the Exon Map File slot. 

Click on "humadag-1" in the right-hand box. 

,Enter "humadag.rep" in the Repeat File slot. ' 

This displays the contents of the exon map file. 

An exon map will appear. 

This displays the repeats along the bottom. 

Play with clicking on different entities. 

C. Click on the "quit" button to exit w i n .  

3. If running from a text terminal: type "gm deb-l.in". 
To view the output files, use an editor or the more cormnand; i.e. 
type "more deb-l.emap". 

4.  Type "menu". At the prompt, type "?". In response to the help 
menu prompt, type "1". You should see general documentation 
displayed on your screen. Type "x" to exit. 

111. FILES ---------- 
1. The following files are distributed with gm: 

Sequence analysis file: 

gm/f iles/worm ---------- 
codon usage wormcodon 
exon evaluation wormexon. {1-6} 
intron evaluation wormintron.[l-6} 
5' splice site worn-13. log 
3' splice site WO&-13. log 
pr om0 t e r 
POlYA aataaa 

example input file worn. in 

tataa 

Initiation wormatg-9.log 

gm/files/€ly 

f lycodon 
flyexon.(l-6} 
flyintron.(l-61 
invert5-13.frq 
invert3-13. f rq 
tataa 
aataaa 

---------- gm/files/mono 

monocodon 
monoexon. (1-6 } 
monointron. 11-61 
plant5-9.frq 
plant3-9.frq 
tataa 
aataaa 

----------- 

gm/files/human ----------- 
humcodon 
humexon.(l-6} 
humintron. 11-6) 
hd-13. log 
h~1113-13. log 
tataa 
aataaa 
atg 
hum. in 

gm/files/dicot 

dicodon 
diexon.(1-61 
diintron.11-61 
plants-9.frq 
plant3-9.frq 
tataa 
aataaa 
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flyatg-9.frq 
fly.in 
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plantatg-9.frq 
mono. in 

4 

plantatg-9.frq 
dicot. in 

(1-6) implies a file for each of the 6 suffices; i.e. womexon.1, 
wormexon.2, etc. 

Restriction enzymes: gm/files/re 

BgllI BssHII ClaI EcoRI Hind111 KpnI NaeI Not1 NruI 
Pstl PvuI PvuII Sac1 Sac11 Sal1 SmaI XbaI XhoI 

Demo: -/demo 

c.elegan demo: -_---------- 
deb-l.dna : input sequence 
deb-1 . in : input parameters 
deb-l.cdna : cDNA coordinates 
deb-1.coord : complete coordinates 
deb-l.sts : sts coordinates (made up for example) 
deb-1.emap : output exon maps 
deb,-1.trans : output translation file 

human demo: 

humadag.dna : 
humadag.in : 
humadag.coord : 
humadag.rep : 
humadag.emap : 
humadag . trans : 

---------- 
input sequence 
input parameters 
complete gene coordinates 
a h  repeats in sequence 
output exon maps 
output translation file 

2. Naming conventions: 

*.dna : DNA sequence in gm format 
a. The filename is a parameter in the input file. 
b. A DNA file can be convertedto gm format in the 

menu program under "File Conversion". 

*.in : gm input parameters 
a. Input to gm; i.e. execute "gm deb-l.in". 
b. Input to the gmwin slot labeled "Input File". 
c. This file is created and updated from the 

"gm Input File: create/update" option in menu. 

*.ernap: output exon maps 
a. The filename is a parameter in the input file. 
b. Output of both gm and gmwin (2a. and 2b). 
c. Input to the gmwin slot labeled "Exon Map File". 

*.trans: output translation file 
The filename is a parameter in the input file. 

*.cdna: 3' cDNA coordinates 
a. 

b. 

* . coord: 
a. 

b. 

The filename is an optional parameter in the input file. 
gm will try to extend the cDNA upstream. 
Input to the gmwin slot labeled "cDNA file". 

partial o r  complete gene coordinates 
Input to many of the menu program routines; 
the specific routine is run on all coordinates in the file. 
If this file is the complete gene, the file may be used for 
testing purposes as the cDNA parameter in the input file; 
gmwin will display the complete gene and all predicted genes. 

I___- 
___.. - . 
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c. If this file is the complete gene, an exon map file can be 
created by selecting the "Exon Map: create from coordinate file" 
option from the menu program; this file may be display by gmwin. 

*.rep: repeat coordinates 
a. Optional parameter in the input file. 

gm will exclude splice sites found in the repeat regions. 
b. Input to the gmwin slot labeled "Repeat File". 

*.sts: sts coordinates 
Input to the gmwin slot labeled "STS file". 

*.cmp: complement DNA file 
This file can be created in menu under "File Conversion". 

*.pep: Peptide format of a .trans file. 
This file can be created in menu under "File Conversion". 

Samples of all these files are in gm/demo. 

3 .  Extra files 
I 

The m&u program creates a file called .gmMenuDe€aults. 
This will record the files you used when using menu, so that 
the next time you use menu, it w i l l  use your previously 
specified files for the defaults. You do not have to concern 
yourself with this file, except to know that it is created 
and used by menu. 

IV. GETTING STARTED -_--_-------------- 
Put the following lines in the .cshrc file. 
set path = ($path /usr/gm/bin) 
setenv GMSEARCHPATH /us~/gm/files/human:/usr/gm/files/re 

If running in X-windows, you must have the following line in your .Xde€aults. 
*font: 6x13 

In this example, the dna sequence file name is yyy-dna and the input file 
yyy.in will be created. 
the file name of your sequence. 

1. Type "menu". 

In the following discussion, replace yyy with 

2. To get your DNA file in gm €ormat, 
pick item number 2 on the main menu, and item number 1 on 
the file conversion menu. Enter your DNA filename at the 
prompt, and a new filename €or the second prompt. 

3 .  From the main menu: 

a. Pick item number 3 (gm Input File: create/update). 
b. Pick item number 4 (Create gm input file from system defaults 

You will be prompted for the "New gm input file", type =.in 
A list of parameters will be displayed in menu format. Change: 
1) Sequence 

Enter "yyy.in" at the file name prompt. 

You will be prompted for the exon map file and the default 
will be yyy.emap. Hit return. 
You will be prompted for the translation file and the default 
will be yyy-trans. Hit return. 

2) Output 

c. Pick item number x (Write file & exit). 
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This will give you initial values to run with. You may start up 
gmwin and enter yyy.in in the Input File slot, or you 
may run "gm yyy.in" from a text terminal. 

V. TUNING gm FOR A DIFFERENT ORGANISM ..................................... 
Different user's in a lab may work on different organisms. gm is compiled 
with the defaults set for a specific organism. If you are working on a 
different organism: 

(a) Copy the appropriate initial input file {wormin, dicot.in, monocot.in, 
fly.in or human.in1 from the appropriate directory (See Files). 

(b) From the main menu: 
Pick item number 3 (gm Input File: create/update). 
Pick item number 5 (Create gm input file from existing file). 
and use the file from (a) for the old file. 
Change filenames as described above. 

If you are working on an organism that has different characteristics then 
human; worm, fly, o r  plants, please send mail to 

cari@nmsu.edu 

and we will create the necessary matrices for you. 

VI. ADJUSTING PARAMETERS 

If the input parameters are set too low, gin may generate enormous 
amounts of output. gm will stop generating intermediate maps at 
10,000, and will then try to complete these maps. Regardless of 
the cutoff, this is a lot of output to look at and will take a 
long time to run. 

The default values have high cutoffs for the score of each entity 
(i.e. splice sites, exons, introns, atg, and aataaa). In our tests, 
these parameters created a small set of initial exon maps in a small 
amount of time (i.e. under 3 minutes). This does not guarantee 
that you will get good results and fast execution time with these 
parameters; your sequence may be inherently more difficult and 
consequently, take a long time. On the other hand, you may not 
get any results from these parameters. We recommend the following: 

1. Start with the supplied parameters. 

A. If gm runs too long (i.e. over an hour or until you 
get impatient), cntl-C out of gm (or gmwin). Enter 
menu, and reset the cutoffs at higher values, and run gm again. 

B. If you do not get any exon maps, check the statistics in the 
bottom window of gmwin, or in the output text file; find the 
entities for which there is a low number. Enter menu, reset 
the respective cutoffs at a lower value, and run gm again, 

C. Continue adjusting parameters until you get good results. 

2 .  Always run initially with the option "Longest non-inclusive maps". 
Once you have identified the area of interest, run gm with the 
" A l l  emaps" options to see the alternative spliced exon maps. 

3 .  Partial exon maps can be attained by lowering the cutoff on 

mailto:cari@nmsu.edu
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ATG and AATAAA t o  get p a r t i a l  maps. 
gene ra t e  p a r t i a l  exon maps i s  c u r r e n t l y  no t  available. 

T h e  a n a l y s i s  op t ion  t o  

You do not  have t o  e x i t  gmwin t o  a l t e r  t h e  parameters; e n t e r  menu 
through t h e  menu bo t ton  on gmwin, o r  s t a r t  up another  window and 
run menu. A f t e r  changing t h e  desired parameters, e n t e r  "us* and t h e  
inpu t  f i l e  w i l l  be wr i t t en .  You may then  r e -en te r  t h e  i n p u t  f i l e  
name i n  t h e  i n p u t  f i l e  s l o t  of w i n .  I n  o t h e r  words, you can 
simultaneously run gmwin and menu; and a l t e r n a t e  between a d j u s t i n g  
parameters and running gm. 

The windowing opt ion  detects coding reg ions  and only  looks  f o r  
s p l i c e  sites i n  those  reg ions .  The c u r r e n t  windowing r o u t i n e  
i s  t h e  same as the  exon eva lua t ion ;  if t h e  exon eva lua t ion  
i s  given a ma t r ix  of s i z e  6 ,  t h i s  t a k e s  a long  t i m e  t o  run 
over a large sequence, and it can be cause some good s p l i c e  
sites t o  be missed. So, u n t i l  w e  have a better w a y  t o  detect 
reg ions  of gene a c t i v i t y ,  t h e  fo l lowing  kludge w a s  used: a 
cu to f f  s c o r e  of -99.0 t u r n s  t h e  windowing o f f ;  i.e. t h e  whole 
sequence i s  au tomat i ca l ly  used. 

CHANGING PARAMETERS CAN CAUSE UNEXPECTED RESULTS: t he  beat w a y  to 
exp la in  t h i s  s ta tement  i s  through an example. I r a n  gm on an i n p u t  file; 
gm p r e d i c t e d  most of t h e  gene, bu t  it missed a f e w  5 ,  s p l i c e  sites. 
I lowered t h e  s t r ingency  on 5' s p l i c e  sites and r a n  gm again.  gm 
p r e d i c t e d  "lesssf of t h e  gene then  it predicted i n  t h e  first run. 
Common sense  says t h a t  lowering t h e  s t r ingency  on splice sites 
should cause gm t o  p r e d i c t  more candida te  genes. The  reason  it 
predicted less is  as follows: 
By p r e d i c t i n g  more 5' splice sites, the candida te  exons ended up  
t o  be much s h o r t e r .  There is a parameter f o r  t h e  "Pro te in  Coding 
Capacity"; i.e. gm w i l l  delete any predicted genes s h o r t e r  t h a t  t h i s  
u s e r  s u p p l i e d  parameter. Therefore, w i t h  more 5' splice sites, t h e  
r e s u l t i n g  genes ended up s h o r t e r  t h a n  t h i s  parameter (which w a s  
set a t  3 0 0 ) .  I changed t h i s  parameter t o  0, and I g o t  a l l  t he  
p r e d i c t e d  coding reg ion  t h a t  I expected (and it took  much longe r  
t o  run ) .  So, t h e  moral is: beware o f  t h e  effect of changing one 
parameter may have on another  parameter. 

Files must e i t h e r  be i n  your c u r r e n t  d i r e c t o r y ,  or i n  a d i r e c t o r y  
s p e c i f i e d  by GMSEARCHPATH. 

I f  g iven  an i n c o r r e c t  f i l e  (wrong f i l e  format f o r  any of t h e  i n p u t  f i les) ,  
gm ( o r  gmwin o r  menu) may die ungracefully,  o r  may g i v e  garbage output .  
That is, there is not p e r f e c t  e r r o r  checking on t h e  i n p u t  files, so i f  your 
execution i s  f a u l t y ,  check your i n p u t  f i les.  

I n  gmwin, t h e  menu bu t ton  does not  b r i n g  up a window when running w i t h  
openwindows. You may s imula t e  t h i s  event e a s i l y  by: when running gmwin, 
b r i n g  up another  window and run  menu. 

Highl ight ing  i s  i n c o r r e c t  i f  there are blanks at t h e  end of any sequence l i n e .  

V I I I .  ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION .............................. 
On-line he lp  i s  provided i n  menu. S p e c i f i c a l l y :  

1) The p a t t e r n  matching r o u t i n e s  used by gm are supp l i ed  stand-alone 
u n d e r  t h e  " I n t e r a c t i v e  Tools" i t e m .  Under t he  "Help" i t e m  for 
i n t e r a c t i v e  t o o l s  i s  a d e s c r i p t i o n  of each rou t ine .  
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2)   he files formats are described under the main menu help. 

Good luck and have fun, 
Cazi Soderlund 


